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W.M.(45) 1S5TH CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 4 


Confidential Annex 


(5th October, 1943 - 5.50 .p..m.) 


ANGLO-SOVIET The War Cabinet had a general discussion of a 

Ai JJjRlCAN number of papers dealing with issues likely to be 

CONFERENCE raised at the forthcoming Conference. 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M.(43) 134th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 6). 

Germany The first paper discussed was the Memorandum by 


the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on the future 
(Previous of Germany (W.P.(43) 421). 
References: 

W.M.(43) 36th THE PRIICii MINISTER said that he thought the 
Conclusions, ;importance of the Conference lay primarily in the 

Minute 1 and opportunity which it would afford of ascertaining the 


- W.M.(43) 107th views of the Russians. He thought it would be a 

Conclusions, mistake to try to define too clearly, at this stage, 

Minute 5). our own attitude towards the difficult questions raised 


in the Foreign Seer.tory's Memorandum; and he 

deprecated, in particular, any attempt to reach binding 

coneliisions on these questions. 


THE F0REIGM SECRETARY said that, while he 

recognised that no cut and dried decisions could be 

given, it would be helpful to him to know the mind of 

his colleagues on the specific points set out in 

paragraph 15 of his Memorandum. 


The War Cabinet proceeded to discuss seriatim 

the points set out in paragraph 15 of the Memorandum. 


"(a) As regards the political future of Germany, 

K.M. Government still have an open mind 

as between (i) a unitary Germany under 

a Central Government, (ii) a decentralised 

administration on a federal or confederal 

basis or (iii) the splitting up of 

Germany into a number of separato States. 

We should, however, do all in our power 

to encourage separatist and particular1st 

movements in Germany. it 


The general view of the War Cabinet was that, 

while we should like to see a united Germany give place 

to a number of separate States and should certainly 

encourage any separatist movements which might develop, 

it was impossible to foresee at this stage whether 

it would in the event be practicable to bring about 

such a solution; and many Ministers doubted the 

feasibility of forcing a solution on these lines on 

an unwilling Germany. 






One view advanced in discussion was that the 

increasing power of Russia might make it inexpedient 

to carry too far a policy of crocking up the unity of 

Germany. Another view put forward was that, even 

though it proved impracticable to secure that the 

whole of Germany was divided into separate States, 

there was in any event much to bo said for isolating 

and possibly even dismembering Prussia, whose evil 

influence had twice been responsible for a European 

war, and at the same time encouraging the formation 

of a Danubian Federation baaed on Vienna. 


It was the view of the War Cabinet that, for 

the time being, we should keep an open mind on the 

alternatives set out in paragraph (a). 


"(b) It may well be undesirable to recognise 

any Central German Government of 

whatever political complexion, anyhow 

during the early months after the 

conclusion of hostilities." 


As regards the conclusion of an Armistice,the 

view of the War Cabinet was that it would be impossible 

in practice, to refuse- to deal with a Central Gorman 

Government which offered unconditional surrender. 


"(c) ..bother or not a Central German Government 

exists, Germany should in fact be 

administered for a period, possibly as 

long as two years, by an inter-Allied 

body deriving its authority ultimately 

from a world-wide body and, if such is 

constituted, more directly from a 

United Nations Commission for Hurope." 


The War Cabinet took the view that it would be 

inexpedient for the United Nations to assume the heavy 

and invidious tasks involved in assuming direct 

responsibility for the administration of Germany after 

the war. On the other hand, the view was expressed 

that there were certain matters in which control by 

inter-Alliod bodies would be inevitable. For example, 

United Nations must be in a position to insist on the 

reform of the Law Courts so as to ensure the impartial 

administration of justice, and the control of the Press 

and broadcasting. 


The general view of the War Cabinet was that 

paragraph (c) could be accepted subject to the 

substitution of "subject to a measure of control" by 

inter-Allied bodies, in place of "administered". 


"(d) Total occupation of Germany by the three 

major Allies, possibly with assistance 

from France and the minor Allies, in 

accordance with a scheme to be agreed 

upon by the experts of the three 

c bun trie s.11 


It was agreed that a measure of military 

occupation would be necessary but that this should be 

limited to key areas' and should not cover the whole 

country. 






"(e) Total disarmament of Germany." 


This was agreed to, subject to the retention 

by Germany of such Forces as were required for the 

maintenance of public order. 


"(f) Germany should revert to her pro-? 

Anschluss frontiers. This would 

moan: (1) restoration of a free and 

independent Austria, possibly 

connected with some central European 

confederation; (2) restoration of 

Czechoslovakia, possibly - with minor 

agreed frontier rectifications in the 

Eger triangle; (o) restoration of pre
war territorial status quo in the Low 

Countries and Luxemburg; (4-) restoration 

to Franco of Alsace-Lorraine; 

(5) return of the Memclland to 

Lithuania (whether independent or a 

federated republic of the U.S.8.R.)". 


This was accepted, on the understanding that it 

might be undesirable for us to take the initiative 

in raising the question of the return of Memelland 

to Lithuania, since this might provoke discussion 

regarding the future of the Baltic States.

"(g) In addition, the cession to Poland of 

East Prussia, Danzig, and considerable 

areas of Silesia, including the Oppeln 

district, and consequent transfers of 

Gorman populations." 


This was agreed to. 


"(h) Transfer (if desired)^ of control of the 

Kiel Canal to the United Nations." 


This was accepted. It was suggested that 

consideration might also be given to the establishment 

of international bodies for the control of other 

waterways of international importance, o.g., the 

Danube and the Rhine. 


"(i) Imposition on Germany of some form of 

international control of her industry 

and economic life." 


This was agreed to. 


The War Cabinet then considered the Memorandum 

by the Chiefs of Staff on the military occupation of 

Germany (W.P.(43) 413). 


The views of the War Cabinet on the four 

questions set out in paragraph 4 of this Memorandum 

were as foliows:

(a) As indicated above, the provisional view of 

the War Cabinet was that, while it would 

be desirable to encourage any separatist 

tendencies which might develop, it was 

not possible at this stage to foresee 

whether it would in the event be 

practicable to enforce the partition of 

Germany. 






Turkey 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.ivi.(43) 25th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 2). 


Proposed Anglo
bovict 

Agreement on 

Treaties with 

Lesser Wuropean 

Allies 


(Previous 

References: 

W.i:..(43) 89th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 5 and 

W.ivi,(43) 93rd 


) Conclus i ons, 

Minute 5). 


(b) It was the intention of the War Cabinet 

that Allied military government of 

Germany should be confined to the minimum 

consistent with operational requirements'. 


(c) The War Cabinet endorsed the view of the 

Chiefs of Staff that each of the occupying 

Powers should be allotted a separate 

zone. It would, however, be important 

 that the zones should be so arranged as 
f to avoid creating for any of the 

occupying lowers a special "sphere of 

influence" within the occupied 

territories, (cf. W.M.(43) 86th 

Conclusions, Minute l). 


([0.) The War Cabinet had already agreed on 
16th Juno, 1943, that ^ustria should be separated from Germany and should 

receive wore favourable treatment t han 

the rest of Germany (...:.. (43) 86th 

Conclusions, Minute 2). The War 

Cabinet also favoured the ultimate 

transfer of Hast Prussia to Poland. 


The War Cabinet next discussed the Memorandum 

by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs on 

policy towards Turkey (W.P.(43) 420). 


Both H.M. Government and the Soviet over-nment 

desired that Turkey should join the war on the side 

of the United Nations. The difference likely to 

arise in the discussions between ourselves and the 

Russians was that, "while the Soviet Government desired 

to bring Turkey into the, war at once, we preferred, 

for military reasons, that they should participate 

at a later date. 


TEW! PRIivui MINISTER said that, while he ould 

not wish to press Turkey to enter the war at this 

stage on conditions involving the dive sion to Turkey 

of military resources required elsewhere, ho would 

be glad if Turkey decided to enter the war on her own
initiative. 


Subject to this point, the War Cabinet gave 

general approval to the course of action outlined in 
. pprov 


C^  , "ij IT. '̂  ' """̂ 1 ' " ' "** --̂  *? R 'paragraph 6 of Foreign Secretary's Memorandum. 


The War Cabinet then discussed the Memorandum 

by the Foreign Secretary on the proposed Anglo-Soviet 

Agreement about the conclusion of treaties with the 

lesser European Allies and its bearing upon the 

relations between the U.S.S.R., Czechoslovakia and 

Poland (W.P.(43) 423). 


The War Cabinet expressed general approval of 

the main purport of the Foreign Secretary's Memorandum, 

namely, that we should deprecate the conclusion of 

bilateral arrangements between Russia and Czechoslovakia 

or between Russia and other European countries, which 

would prejudice the prospect of concluding at a later 

date a satisfactory settlement of the Soviet-Polish 

difficulties. On those grounds the Cabinet were in 

general disposed to favour the adoption of a "self
denying ordinance" as set out in Annex I of the 

Memorandum, if the Russians could be persuaded to 

conclude such an agreement. 






CONSULTATION Tho 3MCKJT.JRY OF ST.,T:.'; FOR DOMINION ,M?F,.IRS 

WITH DOMINION said that oftor the Foreign Secretory had yioitod. Moscow 

GOvT̂ RNidDNTS he thought it would bo essential that nn account of what 


had happened should bo sent to the Dominion Governments 

and that they should have an opportunity of expressing 

their views before the ensuing mooting of the Prime 

Minister Pro si dee. t Roosevelt and Premier Stalin. 
s


This met with general approval. 


The far Cabinet, without recording formal 

Conclusions, agreed that the Foreign Secretary might 

be guided in his discussions at the forthcoming 

Conference by the provisonal expression of views 

r c e or de d a bov e. 


TE3 PRIM3 MlrTaiOlJiR said that ho would 

endeavour to set down a short statement of the main 

principles which he thought should guide the Foreign 

Secretary in the. discussions. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, 


-5









I f 

The War Cabinet had before thorn the following 

memoranda 

-

K.P. (4S) 435 by the ^aeret^ry of Stats f or ,India? 
- . : indicating the 1. ines on which the 


Viceroy -Designate wished to deal with 

the political deadlock in India, 


W.P.(43; 4S6 by the Lord President of the Council, 

giving the views of the Cabinet 

Coxa ulttee cn Indian to which was 

attached a Note of Dissent by the 

Secretary of State for War. 


$U:.(40) 441 by the secretary of State for India 

covering a srosuary of a recent press 

article, by i.Ir. liaJagopalachariar. 


W,.'.'( 43) 442 by the Prime wiuister, covaring an 

esctraet from a letter from, Lord Croft* 


.(45) 445 by the -rime Rinistar indicating his 

views on the proposals of the Viceroy 

Designate. 


The PRIhm llIYXBTiSa said that he was disturbed 

at the proposals put forward by the India Cowaaittee. 

These might arouse controversies threatening the structure 

of the Adrai istration. He thought it might be desirable 

for the War Cabinet to have a preliminary" discussion,' 

without attempting to reach final conclusions. 


THR LORD pm$XUZ:'2: said that the Viceroy Designate 

had asked for guidance on the policy which he should follow 

os taking up office. Aftor discussions in the India 

powQittee, general agreement had been reached (the secretary 

of State for War dissenting/1 on the line of approach to 

be followed. The essence of the proposal before the 

War Cabinet was that the Viceroy should have discretion to 

explore the practicability of getting a small number of 

Leaders of the different Indian Parties to come to a private 

discussion among' thoiaseivo^ with a view to the inclusion of 

political leaders in the Viceroy'e Executive Council. It 

would/ however, be: an essential preliminary to the proposed 

discussion that the leaders 

(i) should promise whole-hearted support of the war 

effort; 


ill) should recognise that the new Constitution must be 
based on agreement betxveen the main elements of 
Indiafs national life; and 

(iii) should accept the position that, during the war, 

- , there was no question of any constitutional 


change and the Viceroy5s pooera would remain 

uniirrpairsd. 






TingLOod Clî liCELLOH fjald that he had not regarded 
the proposal before the Cabinet as having the fundamerital 
character suggested by the Prime Minister.. ..M1& the 
Viceroy, asked approval to the policy outlined, he would 
not issue the proposed invitation without first coming pack 
to the Cabinet for their authority. Furthermore, it was 
made abundantly clear that the Viceroy* s position as the 
Head of the ibceeutive - Council would not be altered, although 
in practice -his position -Tight become a little raore difficult. 

The Lord Chancellor said that his main difficulty 

arose from the fact that ha thought it vnry unlikely that 

the Moslem and Hindu leaders would both accept the offer 

made* 


THfc EliJXBT JR H? AIRCIc- .)*'£ PRGjyjCTXGlS said that 

his main concern was to create an atmosphere which would 

make the Indian political leaders willing to keep India 

in the British GonMonwealfch after the war. ho thought 

the position was fully safe-guarded by the draft Pireetive 

proposed. &11 that the Viceroy designate had in mind was 

to mafee changes in the exposition of the - Executive 

Council. At the same time, he agreed that the chances 

of the Viceroy being in a position to reeojssaendt that the 


Usst&* time was appropriate to make the proposed approach was not 

very favourable. 


Tffll CKAKGKIJiOil OP ;^GSWt,pMi said that he 
had supported the proposal because he thought that no 
radical -departure was involved from the commitments alreadj 
entered into. The new Viceroy, on reaching India, was 
bound to have discussions with prominent Indians in the 
different communities5 and it was right that ho should knoi in advance how far ho would have the support of the . ar 
Cabinet in the' line v/hich he wished to take. The chances 
of the Viceroy being able to achieve success on the lines 
proposed were, admittedly, not very favourable. neverthe 
less, ho ahonid be free to proceed on the linos prop rd, subject to reference to the Cabinet when he thought 
the tiraa had come to make the proposed approach. 

mm mm&smt op STATS pa vim thought that, if the 
approach was made, the most likely course would bo that 
either trie SJoaleres or the Hindus would refuse. The 
essential disadvantage of the course proposed was that 
by the mere isoue of the invitation we abandoned the 
position that it \fas for Oandhi and the other imprisoned 
Congress leaders to get themselves oat of the mass into 
which they had landed thewselves. The issue of the 
invitation would restore G-an&hl'a stock to its Old level, 
and make him once more dangerous to the Government. Ho 
thought that Jinnah would not declare his attitude until 
he knew what Gandhi was going to do, 

THE W&mi:'?MiY OP CiVATd P- :K IHDIA agreed with the 
view expressed by the Minister of Aircraft Production 
regarding the need for promoting a favourable atmoephere. 
It. v/as important to make Indians fool that wo stood by the 
principles to which we were pledged, and that we wero 
anxious to give then full scope to play their part in the 
war effort. In reply to the irrirae Minis tor he said that, 
if an invitation was extended to Mr. Gandhi a-ad he refused 
to give the pledges aa:.:ed for, we should then bo justified 
in continuing to keep him in detention arid refusing to 
allow him to communicate with persons outside. At the 
same time, ho thought, it was worth while to give the 
Congress-leaders an opportunity to withdraw from the 

.... -̂uq 
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impossible p o s i t i on in ^hieh the^ had jmfc tfagaselvem, H* 
ag^g.oii that Qm&faX mm Xife&ly to ti 5^ to qiiiMjls a?M s ta^t 
an m%am&%i the / le^ro/ uwat 1- " t o be ii tr 

*?h& &&t&m$m$ ot State thought that timing iam 
iss^orfcant,. -The Ci&ppo o£?*?* hac% 3?eta?osp0*5t7 bees 
saade at. a *aoat tast^^yasate tiiae^ Yha atsiiasphesK? arcl 
eenditioaa wê -e alpeis^ assaehfeet-tea? an4 ; wight weii eoartiaue 

$Accusation a:.iau:ssi as to whether i t , tlcl !:; 
poaslhl&to hold Gandhi In prison, if he ei
dppox*tt?j"iitj/ to eon&ult with leaders of ths Gong)2*e8S Forty 
wtao out ox' y*ieoa* bisfo^a- gi^ijig a f iaa l *eply to 
aBjf imrltatlozi a$ih?es-sed to hica* 

tm-i mxm ycmi&zM thought. i% vouia bo difficult to 
sajr that (haa*ihi wan to ess g  i  w  m m& opisorfcunifgr &g
e,m\m.il%n.%ton with those- of the Confess Paa?% tsh 
wea?e not in pMsoja. 

On the widea? Issue, the 3h?isse minister s&id that it 
W8H3* of eonrse, abundantly elaai? that i t would he open to 
the VieeJ*ojx at ajsy tlwsa affees? ha had ai^iired in India 
aa&- gstmKsr^ the asj^ie lie  & m m 'm .the eonaluaibii 'that &a 
app-̂ oaeh should ha ra&ds to G&ndhit toraafeea peeomend&tieii 

epsus to the flkxitewoi? t o tag&e vvhatewj? eabsiasion he t&yu&h
f i t 1 auagr pp^pa&als he -put *?onld reoeive the W i t 
careful eeiiside^ation, andfee wonld he gi-ven a definite 
snawei?* 3Lt ws$* however aaotftew *aatte:e to propose that 
6 t . \ 1 \ Vi t *' ' ' c t t * i 
prnoposea. W tha S-eii2*wta3?y osP ii^ate for ImXia, 

?̂i'J fXOi^Y -Sk-wm&SB p&tmm to the ffi.o^sitHsaata 

aoiistitatiejxal i?aroi?cj, a& set out in ^j-ceait etatesset-its 

made in FarliaKamt. l a p^timilm.^, he 2*efe3PFed ts t^e 

fact that ifcw GyLujsf? &£t&&  m m st.111 speiu i  t was his 

dut3rs before Xoavihg res3 India, to t;^plain to the u&r 

Cabia^t how he vltnve-jl the situation and to acquaint hSjn&elX

with thaii? *lew** 


I t trdght be a3?ffaad that. i  t would have b^eu bettex? i f 

we had. taken a different lln& li\ 1917, Bat there was ho 

doubt as to the goal to whioh so w sow committed, mid 

towards wliioh v?s ̂ aust sncSoa^our t jaalco progress^ 


One jolio^' was to say- that -e isoul4 safee no a t t e s t 
.nt $8&g&vm tesping t&e was** (M a short^tem view this h&d
advantageai hut frcjga a loaw^tsKQ point of r%m i t wac? in 
Ms vtmj, dm%&rmm* Tim best p*os&pe$t of' Xfidia belag 
t&lemilj to this utcuntx^ ssTta.!? mm war in ssot 
dlelayitig au attempt to oekke a Further aa^aaee at the p^eoeat 
tiiao- The only ^agr, in his vivĵ s- of ysahin^ progress was to 
ijtielesle a eertain ifisî feas3 of poilitiijai 2e&4ei?a on the 
Ylees*03rf$ Ss&eutx^e Coxm^ll mml to got th^s woi*kirig 
top:ether3 untes? the Viass^oy, tow^riis tho solatioji or X?idia*s 
iiPOblejss, i'hesa., of &&iwm:-, inciuYad the wisaxiRf' of the sar 
aaa aooial mSL *eamm&&- -$tt$&&fwm%m* He had so intention 
of raahiw; saattesNS, but as soea as poaeible he?totess.4efi to 
sound eose ise;^rs of his Coimail, and a eeptain nar*fcer of 





%h& i-rovXncl&l ^ove^nmm mui tto politio&l leaders, In 
to find out ttoia? vlem^ Ho thought that to should t&fee 
sotmdlngs of hayagopalaehariar sad Jlaasslu Al l this might 
t&lce mmet bmi* If he wss to acMwa anything.? the 
sooner mmmithttzg was tone,' tiie better.. He contemplated 
th&t tins susf^esited approach jaljgfct bs s-sade in* say, thrsse or 
six iaoaaths* V;n the wtoiej he thought that, ae the mi15 wm$i 
oils tha eosltion wae likely tofcaeo&se laoris intractable^ while 
owing to the ugqbS" oXlmt' gr^oecapatioasj the. end was? 
was a feacl. %fcm for paking sonsti t&tloss&l eftsnge-s-. His Idas 
was to g^t togothor a small nuM&ezvj Inm or 'tzml?&p of the 
leading Indiana? including politicians and officials like 
audaliar, and sssk t&eca to &adro&o their minds to the whole 
problem tmd to eaosider whether i t waa possible to form a rs&"s 
£̂ OUnO i i * 

$£Eg j-UIWi *£BIX&TBZ aaio that there, was, of course, 
nothing to prevent ihs "ilo^e^ from.. dxs^rasfsing possibilities 

the s t r i c t e s t pomfi&anos with trustworthy 
Isidisms, 

0*mtin:slngs WSjj -UiTMJL said that the fofcra&tion of' a ' 
Owtjra^snt os the lines proposed would, of con&se, Involve 
sorae risksn C?$t tto other hand?. if therms w no attempt 
to jaaJse pjmjjpe&Sf fe? snas starve that 'm shomld find ourselves 
in a V83?3f srs&a$ard position at the end of the ma?. He 
agreed, with ins s&jam klAlatei 8 that the-position wss nom 
much better than i t was $ yessr &go-* Oji t&a other hands, he 
doubted whether i  t wotfad be bettor s yssr h*iS3.*Ŝ5 end he 
thought that a gamine uu- eineore attempt an advance 
fceuld ral ly support from Indiana-. A l l that ha asked Tor 
at the was authority t o tahe soundings? on the lines 
pm*p&w&&* After "tabuing these soundings he isiffht ,a^comsen&
making the.^pproeoh? 03? he sight that the .-dh&ne;es of 
miGGtsmm v-ana ao sssiall that nothin:-; p.--rather shwild 'he d.ons* 

i^iillio SQKIB^a sssl*l that he woal^I not he in, 
fs*Y0ur of the proposition - it p i t forward - that the 
Viceroy ah -uld mm jaake a dafinits atat^ .ant' tha^ tlitwe 
c-o-ald he no advance toYfaap̂ jt a a^ t t l s^n t e^ the 
c^KstittitifJUfiul viueetion slarirtg th^  w . ^h5is? it 
possible that cirej^staiieos ral.--:fet arlsa, say^ in a year*s 
tiiae, which w?ula saake i  t ach?i^ahle to emt̂ s? into- laogotlatiQHs. 
lie waa ))o?inti fd add? tex s-srar̂  that he tfemght tliat a?sy 
negotiations trlth Sancihi wera rreught with great dsn.--;er. 
'aool4 at tsuc-,. ^tia-fe up a wniv&^c^ef̂ ssy, and i t was Impossible 
to refuel altosrothor to answer quc^tiOEte ^uMroass^ to one 
isĵ  a asan to ĥritfs one hâ i :fsa*le a definite pŝ opogâ i. Oandhi . 
sights fop :;3n^,.vi,3* say that, he \sas gs-eltly hi tsmmsf &t 
-mioh of the Yiei?rpyrs inTitatim;. but that lie l%lt ob;'oction 
to tha o^sr^i&lng ?sowoa?& of t,:-;.e Yi^erw* 

The isa*lriio ^telota? sdda l̂ that he rei^rettod that the 
proposal pat hex"oro the w *̂r Cahi^xot contained so l i t t l e 
about prOigry^s on tho aooial e l ^ * He had haped tljat t4:tis 
turn and r^thoj? proiaising note ^ight hâ *s h^on s t r i 5 e k * 

"Bg-I ok^lS^Aid: CM W(M . 8 f t  i d that mast ot 
the powers In ^oonaraic matters ^ero now in the hands of tha 
:^WQVln&&& a -A thero not very taaeh wtsisis osald be dona 
from the oont3re* -Jbllo sojBething ooul^ be done within, 
limits, he balleyed that t o put iforward social ohangos as an 
altsruati^e to oonstitutional r-afor-EiS would havu a very had 
e f f ec t norm public opinion in Xndia* 





,v.m.i-m.̂ .mU*. v.'* uftŴ JUiv : nndlOnnn iA-4.iVi.Gii-' 
said that he thought-,' nevertheless-,. that seme reference 
should he included In the Viceroy designate's staie;:".ent to the Goverjriant' s Li-itJtt..021 to further economic 
progress and development in India:, 

-that p;-"* 

approach was made to Gandhi 


a plain "Yesr or TK 

v bo that we shoulc 


involved in ssegotiations with Gandhi which wool 
us in considerable difficulties. who Foreign . 
Secretary, also thought that the la-ht smvfeonoe o: 
Aphexure A was open to object:?.on. 

*mia o
if th 
 th i s fact 

soundings, nothdng happened, It would i 
 * .1. vtA.UJ.,v
said that the Viceroy- and the Covernmon 
 -).f India had 

seem willing to,,make -a new attempt to reach a ' 

settlerneut, but that - the- Government at hose had bean 

/unwilling. This would be vary unfortunate-, and the 

/icoroy was therefore right in ashing in advance what 

the views of the Cabinet wore. 


Till lMlt!££ aihldTAU said he would favour a 
statement hy the Viceroy, on arriving in India, on 
perhaps the following liitcst

'"fhe pledges already given by His Mai-oaty1 s 
Govermaont stood. He, the Viceroy, had not 
ooraa out from. England to say that no progress 
would he made during the war, Qa the other 
hand, ho rsufet rake It clear that his first 
duty was to laake sure that India was a safe, 
bass for the -great operations against tiapan. 

;
which were .Jaow: ee-hd::ingfc  and that the war was 

pressed to a successful conclusion, and that 

famine, and food difficulties were dealt with. 

T.q all those tasks he must now devote himself 
The Grime i"Mnistar said that it would be a 


great pity to do anything which would start up the old 

political agitation. In particular, the apouoeal to 

start 7iegot:i.atipn£? with Gandhi would lead to a first 

class political crisis in India. This, moreover, was 

proposed at -a time when dandhi*s stock and the. stock 

of-Congress hud never stood lower* The ' position might 

change and the time for -negotiations slight come, but 

for the ..:;oment the first essential was that India.should 

be a tranquil and firm base for operations against; Japan 


... Tug klguiSTkMGF -LAMMR Whop BnTJOBgh SkUvlGH..; 
thought that we should stand on- the Sriyes proposals. 
If Congress made any approach and made it clear- that 
they were prepared to drop the civil disobedience 
movement;, m should be prepared to dc? business with them. 
But he &idtt't like she', proposal to make an offer which 
involved --Conditions which the Congress leaders would 
never accept. 

' TilS HdLVS SSCltÔ TARg- -MiXl lelk ikle^K *hv Gage; SkuUklTY 
doubted whether in existing; circumstances it v?ould be 
advantageous for the Viceroy.to open up negotiations 
on the lines prcpecsd. On the other- hand, it was 
clear that ho oeot make some statement on arrival in 

http://iA-4.iVi.Gii-'




India, Me thought that the draft statement at 

iimexnro Aeould ajeei- the position, subject to the 

last.sentence being toned down to read as follows:

"Attempts to make substantial progress towards 

this end during the war have so far failed, but 

I am of course free to tmsaism whether a fresh. 


. - attempt ' would appear to have prospects of 

'f
success..


having made this statement, the Viceroy could then wait 

and Judge the situation as time went on, making 

cautious,. Infoi'Jv:al.' sorniuxnps of the Indians, whom he : 
would meet from tiiae to time. If he thought that the 

time was opportune for some further step, he would of 

course report in thif; sense, to the trover?saent. The 
present proposal;':was, however, in his view too rigid 
and formal. Me also attached great importance to 

an Indian policy including measures of economic and 

social reform. 


.FT IMP mAllPteb ' ;-Pjtp said; that he agreed that the 
last sentence of Aanfexure.A roquireu amendment. He 
t h o u g h t that the proposal now before the War Cabinet, 
was soraevvhat dangerous, since it contained conditions 
which Gandhi could not accept..- She approach was, 
therefore, alraost eertain to fail;, and we should be 
asked why we had started,negotiations which were bound 
to fail. The first object of the Viceroy should"be' to 
maintain the tranquility of the country, so that our 
military effort could bo prosecuted to the fill extent. 

TIL" MIMIoTkH OF IfsFoRLASIOS said that there were 

SO. American newspapermen at Mew Delhi and others "were 

cowing out from the lJ.g-MA, If any meeting on the 

lines proposed w&fc held, it would obtain the raaxisaara 

publicity -within a few hours of its being held. 


YXSGGlkfT YJ^JZWAK said that the Viceroy Designate 
-was. faced with a dilemma, If he started negotiations 
With prominent Indians who were at large, he would be 
asked why he had not also issued an invitation to 
Gandhi. On the:other hand, i f ho'entered into' 
negotiations with Gandhi, he would find himself faced 
with formidable difficulties. lie therefore wondered 
whether it would not" be possible to make it clear that 
the responsibility for oj eniwg up negotiations lay 
with the vvongreoB. leaders, and that if at a;;:ig time they 
disavowed their former attitude, they would find that 
discussions cith the Government were not barred. 

TEG JilSiSTJffi- OP -VHOmOTlGli thought that no pro
gross could be made with negotiations when one of the 
principal parties was in prison. K,u also thought 
there was 2lot much mae in starting negotiations on the 
basis of conditions which the leaders of the Indian 
political parties were unlikely to accept. he there
fore e&me to the conclusion t h a t the best course prob
ably was not to attanpt/fres-h negotiations for the tiiae 
being. to start 

T h e kipgj PiiXVf thought it was generally 
accepted that It was unlikely that negotiations on the 
lines proposed would be successful. 





At the same time the mere fact of starting negotiations 

would involve greet rinks. A crisis would he worked up in 

India, in the United states and in this country, from which 

serioiis consequences -light follow. He jsontion^d the serious 

political - repercussions which the. Uout&^e^helrasf ord. dis
cuasions had had on the Oevemrasnt during the last war. 


.$HJ3' LOill) flbd^Idkl djy PHD; CGlilllXL said that the Viceroy 

Designate had held high office in India during the last two
years and therefore had much inore recent experience than 

others; talcing part in the discussion, Great weight should 

therefore ho attached to hie opinion. . He also faared that if 

"no action was taken the position might deteriorate. 


flfis PulAH i£TE2S'V'£M said .'that he did not by any means 

entirely ru2re out the idea that further progress :-.,ight he 

made during the war,, lie TO, however, disappointed that the 

suggestions pot forward took the form of resusoitatioa of the 

sarae old political arguments with the" sarao old political 

leaders. - He had hoped that nevj methods of approach to the 

subject sight he sitteiTtptsd* 


The Prime Minister said that- he would like to suggest 

that he should prepare. an alternative draft to the Anheihres' 

in the l i ght of the discussion. In this revised draft stress 
would' he laid on the need for tranquility in Xndi . and for 
ensiiring conditions which vrould facilitate the successful 
prosecution of the war*. At the sane time it would be made 
clear that further progress on constitutional questions was 
not ruled out. 

The conclusions of the i--ar Cabinet were as follows; 
( l )	 Phile it was of course open to the Viceroy at any 

time to submit recorntTjendations to the War Cabinet 
if he thought that the i&ouionl Was opportune! for 
taking some further step which would assist a 
solution of the constitutional problem- it.was 
doubtful whether any advantage was to be gained by 
.laying down at this stage too precise and de f in i te 
a course of action before he had had a further 
opportunity of studying the political situation on 
lie snot and assessing the oreS'oeots of sta-̂ -irlng 

further progress. 


(g) It would he a iuisfeake at this iitncture to remove 

frou the Congress leaders the -onus of rooking a 

disavowal of their present attitude? moreover, as 

at present advised the War Cabinet were not pre
- pared to emoarJK on a policy of negotiati'.ns with 

Gandhi, which in their view would be attended by 

grave inconvenienced. 


(3) The It.use hinlster undertook to. prepare a Sevised 
draft of the ,uuia:cures to V?.f.(&g)435 in the light 
of the Pi8enssioji* These wo aid be caamunieated 

. to the Secretary of State, for India and the Viceroy' 
Designate, and thereafter to the "dap Cabinet* They 
0gu IS, if "nee ee scry., he discussed at the Meeting of 
the far Cabinet on the following day. 

Offices of the ,&r Cabinet, 
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ANGLO-SOVIET  The War Cabinet had a discussion of a number 
AMERICAN of papers dealing with matters likely to be raised 

CONFERENCE at the forthcoming Conference of Foreign Secretaries, 


(Previous 
Reference: 
W.M.(h3) 135 th 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3 ) . 

Directive to the The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum 
Foreign by the Prime Minister (w.P*"(U3) Uh7) containing a 
Secretary number of notes for the Foreign Secretary at his 

forthcoming meeting at Moscow. 


The War Cabinet -


Approved the notes subject to the following 

amendments -


Paragraph 2. The first sentence to read 
as follows, "We hold strongly to a system 

of a League of Nations which will include 

a Council of Europe with an International 

Court and an Armed Power capable of 

enforcing its decisions." 


Paragraph 3* The word "final" to. be 

inserted "before the word "territorial" 

in the third line, and the word "wishes" 

deleted in the fourth line and the word 

"interests" substituted. 


Paragraph h to read as follows, "We 
reaffirm the principles of the Atlantic 
Charter, noting that Russia's accession 
thereto is based upon the frontiers of 
the 22nd June, 1 9U1. We also take note 
of the historic frontiers of Russia before 
the two wars of aggression waged by 
Germany in 191h and 1939-" 

Paragraph 5. This should start as follows, 
"We should welcome any agreement, etc." 
Paragraph 6. The last line to read"of 

slaughter, especially to the Forces of 

the Allies". 






Scope and 

Functions of the 

Politico-

Military 

Commission 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M. (1+3) 123rd 
Conclusions, 
Minute U) 

Paragraph 7 to read, as follows, "We 

repudiate all territorial expansion 

achieved by Germany or Italy during the 

Nazi or Fascist regimes and further we 

consider that the future structure of 

Germany and the position of Prussia as 

a unit of the German State should be 

subject to an agreed policy among the 

three great Powers of the West." 


Paragraph 9 to read as follows, "We have 

no desire to keep any branch of the 

European family of Nations In a 

condition of subjection or restriction 

except as may be required by the general 

needs and safety of the world". 


The War Cabinet also agreed that the Notes 

as revised might be communicated to the Dominions 

Governments, subject to its being made clear that 

they had been drawn up as guidance for the Foreign 

Secretary at the Conference, and must not be taken 

as embodying binding conclusions. 


The War Cabinet had before them a Memorandum 
by the Foreign Secretary (W.P.(h3) hkk) ns to the 
scope and functions of the Politico-Military 
Commission. 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that he thought the 

Foreign Secretary, in discussion at the Moscow 

Conference, should emphasise that if the Commission 

was established in London, the Russian member on the 

Commission would get a much better service and more 

rapid information than if the Commission were 

established in Tunis or Algiers. Furthermore, there 

was a danger that if it were established at one of 

these two places, it might tend to become a fifth 

wheel to the coach. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said ho thought that 

the Russians would welcome the establishment of the 

Commission in London; but he was not sure how the 

Amerdcnns would regard this. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that, if necessary, the 

Foreign Secretary should make it clear to Mr. Hull 

that we could not accept the view that London was not 

a suitable place for inter-Allied meetings. 


THE MINISTER OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION thought that 

if a solution was obtained on these lines, the Russian 

Government might want to have an observer stationed 

in the Mediterranean aroa
c 


THE PRIME MINISTER said he sew no objection to 

thi; 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR WAR asked what 

reply would be given if the Russians asked to have c 

share In the.exercise of authority over the Control 

Commission dealing with -Italian affairs. 






Western

Frontiers of

the U.S.S.R.


THE PRIME MINISTER said that this could not 

he agreed to. The Control Commission must he 

covered by the responsible Allied Supreme Commander
in-Chief in this theatre. 


Reference was made to the position of the 

French Committee of National Liberation,, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he saw no 

objection to the French Committee of National 

Liberation continuing to have a representative on the 

Commission if it was set up in London. As regards 

other Powers, the line taken should be that there 

should be ad hoc consultations with their 

representatives on occasions when their affairs 

were involved. 


The War Cabinet -

Approved the Foreign Secretary's Memorandum and 
agreed to the despatch of the draft telegrams 
annexed thereto. 


 ' The Committee had before them a Memorandum 

 by the Secretory of State for Foreign Affairs 

 (W.P.(h3) h38) as to the attitude to be adopted at 


the Moscow Conference on the question of U.S.S.R's 

Western frontiers,, 


THE PRIME.MINISTER said the cardinal point 

of our policy in this matter must be that we should 

welcome an agreement between the Russians and the 

Poles; and that while we could not force the Poles 

to come to an agreement which would mean, ceding to 

Russia territory in the Eastern part of their country, 

we would urge them to come to a settlement on the 

ground that this was in their own best interests. 

We would also take the line that if they ceded a 

frontier in the East approximating to the Curzon 

line, they should receive compensation by the 

cession to them of East Prussia and part of Silesia. 


THE MINISTER OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION said 

that he thought the main difficulty lay in the fact 

that it was very difficult for the Polish Government, 

being an emigre Government, to cede territory. It 

was pointed out, however, that if no arrangement was 

arrived at as to the frontier betv/een Russia and 

Poland, a very difficult situation would arise when 

the Russian Armies reached the Polish frontier. ' 


. THE SECRETLY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFF,iIRS 

said that the Poles had definitely asked him not to 

discuss frontier puestions at the Moscow Conference. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that our position 

must remain that we hoped to see a settlement by 

agreement, and would do what we could to promote one; 

but, of course, we could not bring about a solution 

by compulsion. 


The War Cabinet took note with approval of the 

Foreign Secretary's Memorandum as a guide to 

him in the forthcoming conversations. 






Poland-


Underground 

Resistance 

Movement. 


The War Cabinet considered a Memorandum by the 

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (WoP,(43) 439) on the 

line which might be taken at the forthcoming Conference in 

Moscow regarding the underground resistance movement in 

Poland-. 


The short-term problem arose from the fact that the 

Polish Government had not pot decided what instructions they 

should give to the organisers of this movement regarding 

their attitude when Russian troops crossed the Russo-Polish 

frontiers It was suggested in the Memorandum that, in 

older to avoid clashes between Polish and Soviet guerillas, 

it might be advisable that the Polish underground movement 

should withdraw altogether from operations in Eastern 

Poland. It was thought that in any event" it would be 

necessary that the movement should declare itself to the 

Russians, although this might mean that H.M, Government 

and the U,S. Government would have to use their influence 

to prevent any Russian victimisation of the, leaders of the 

movementc 


The long-term problem concerned the administration 

of liberated Poland and the possibility of equipping the 

Polish underground arrayo It was suggested that decisions 

on these questions would have to await a solution of the 

Soviet-Polish frontier question. 


THE MINISTER OP ECONOMIC WARFARE gave particulars of 

the numbers and state of equipment of the Polish under
ground army, and of the extent to which Russian military 

operations had already been assisted by sabotage and other 

activities carried out by the underground movement. The 

Russians might be impressed by the extent of these 

achievements.-, 


The minister was satisfied, however, that the Polish 

Government would be unwilling to disclose the organisation 

of this underground movement to the Russians, for fear of 

victimisation of its members3 


r 

The War Cabinet 
(l) Invited the Minister of Economic "warfare to 


communicate to the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs full particulars regarding 

the size and equipment of the Polish under
ground army and the successes already achieved 

by the movement  It should be left to the 
a
Foreign Secretary to judge how far it v/ould be 

in the interests: of the Polos to disclose this 

information to the Russians in the forthcoming 

conversations at Moscow; but nothing should be 

disclosed which would enable the Russians to 

identify the leaders of this organisation, 


(2) Agreed that the Foreign Secretary, in his 

conversations at Moscow, should bo guided by 

the considerations outlined in V/.P.(43)439, 

subject to the point mentioned at (l) above. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W,lo 
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. The War Cabinet considered two Memoranda by the 

 Deputy Prime Minister, the Minister of Labour and National 


Service and the Home Secretary (W.P.(43)255 and 324) and a 

Note by the Prime Minister (W.P.(43)308; covering a Memo
randum by the late Chancellor of the Exchequer, Those 

Memoranda dealt with the stage at which decisions should 

bo reached on reconstruction plans; and in particular with 

the question whether such decisions must bo deferred (if 

financial commitments were involved) until our post-war 

financial position was definitely known. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT said that we wore noaring, if wo 

had not already reached, a point at which the formulation of 

post-war policy would be hold up if it wore necessary that, 

before final decisions were oaken, we should wait until wo knew 

when, and in what conditions, the war would endc Reports 

were now becoming available on many of the' matters. The 

period for preparing plans was coming to an end; and if 

further progress was to be made, decisions on those reports 

must now be taken. Decisions could and ought to be taken on 

the basis of the best assumptions we could make about con
ditions at the end of the war. There wore many subjects on 

which the formulation of policy could not await the end of 

the war: if decisions had not been taken and preparatory 

action put in hand, the end of the war would find us 

unprepared. Wo should then have lost the power to influence 

the course of events. 


It had sometimes been argued that it would be inexped
ient to try to go too far in the' formulation of post-war 

policy for fear of raising political controversy on Party 

lines. He believed, however, that on many of these questions 

there would be a large measure of agreement between Ministers 

of different political Parties. The discussions in Cabinet 

Committees had so far disclosed relatively little difference 

of view on Party linos, and the Government could now, without 

risk of serious Party controversy, proceed to make certain 

assumptions on which decisions regarding post-war policy
could be based. This would enable us to advance, and in some 

cases complete, our preparations for meeting the immediate needs 

of the post-war period; and, where this course was necessary, 

we oould proceed to pass during the war legislation to give 

effect to those plans which would come into operation on 

appointed days. 


THE HOME SECRETARY AND MINISTER OP HOME SECURITY 

'endorsed these views. Much of the preparatory work was now 

reaching a point at which decisions by the War Cabinet wore 

required^ The question was whether the War Cabinet would bo 

prepared to take decisions on these matters, or whether 

decisions were to be deferred, either because the V/ar Cabinet 

was too much preoccupied with the conduct of the war or 

because they considered they had no mandate from the electorate. 






 i 

to roach decisions on those matterso There wore no doubt 

some questions on which the Government would not be justified 

in taking a final decision without further reference to the 

electorates But there wore many others on which decisions 

would have to bo taken before the end of the "war if we were 

to bo ready with measures to bridge the transition from war 

to peace and to meet the grave difficulties of the transitional 

pcriodo In the international field, we had already made a 

start in the discussion of post-war economic policy0 Gould 

we not make similar progress on domestic issues? We should 

not be procludod from discussing these questions on their 

merits merely because seme of them had been the subject of 

political controversy in tho paste On some of them indeed

it was not possible tc delay decisionso Thus, when the 

-promised White Paper on the comprehensive scheme of social 

insurance was presented to Parliament? it would bo essential 

for the Government to say whether or not they meant to 

introduce legislation on this subject before the end of tho 

war0 Again the prospect of a world shortage of food would 

force the Government to commit themselves to a statement on 

agricultural policy in the throe or four years following the 

war0 Should we not therefore take tho opportunity of seeing 

how far agreement could bo reached on some of the other 

questions which would bo of cardinal importance in tho trans
itional periods If such an attempt were made, he believed 

that there would be a large measure of agreement between 

Ministers,; and it would be a matter for very great regret if 

tho present opportunity for formulating a common policy duvi-v 

those years were losto 


THE PRIME,MINISTER recalled that the Memoranda which 

the War Cabinet now had before them had been written more than 

three months previouslyo In the interval there had been a 

Labour Party Conference at which it had been made clear that, 

if the Party called on tho Labour Ministers to withdraw from 

the Government after the war these Ministers would resign 

officeo This was a new factor in the situation,, There were 

obvious objections to formulating post-war policies, and still 

more to giving effect to them in legislation, if there were 

no assurance of tho continued co-oporation of the Labour 

Ministers after the warQ 


Tho Prime Minister also referred to the great uncortaln
ty about tho course of the war. He recalled tho dangers of 

the campaigns on which we should bo required to ombark in 1944o 

We were approaching the grimmest climax of the war o In these 

circumstances he found the greatest difficulty In giving that 

close attention which he would like to be able to give to tho 

groat social changes which were involved in the discussion of 

post-war policy^ While preparations should be made, includ
ing whore necessary legislative preparations, ho found it 

difficult to formulate at this stage policies more precise than 

those which he had outlined in tho four-year plan which he 

had announced in his broadcast on 22nd Marcho 


He would, however, bo prepared to consider any matters 
in which it could bo shown that necessary preparations were In 
fact being held up for lack of decisions by the War Cabinoto 
Ho referred to post-war agricultural policy (to bo discussed 
by tho War Cabinet on the following day) and to the assurance, 
which he had given in the House of Commons on the previous day, 
that tho coal-raining industry would not bo left unprotected 
immediately tho war was ovor*- Preparations were being made 
for a substantial building programme; plans could be made for 
programmes of public works; and there was ample scope for 
overtaking arrears In the manufacture of consumer goods0 One 
of our most urgont tasks after the war would be to recapture our 
export markets and, if possible, restore our shipping trade; but 
he was not aware that the necessary preparations in these fields 
v/ere being held up for lack of decisions by tho War Cabineto 





THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AHD NATIONAL SERVICE 

said that if discussions could proceed concurrently on 

such questions as Agriculture and the Coal Industry, 

it would be easier to reach decisions without getting 

involved in political controversy. For example, he 

himself would be prepared to roach an agreement on the 

scheme put up by the agricultural Departments, although 

it was not fully in accord with his views, provided 

that a proper plan was also made for dealing with some 

of the basic industries like the coal industry. He 

was not by any moans committed to a scheme of 

nationalisation but regarded it as essential that the 

basic industries should be so organised that they 

would be able to meet efficiently the difficulties with 

which they would be faced after the War. Apart from 

coal, electricity and water supply were services which 

in the national interest ought to be brought under 

some form of national control; and he would have 

thought that this could be done without giving rise
to any political diff iculiiy. 


The Minister referred to the statements which 

had been made on behalf of the Government on the 

Severidge Scheme, to the effect that it was impossible 

to reach a final decision at that time,. He thought 

that if the same doctrine had been strictly applied 

to the Education Bill, it might have been decided that 

that Bill could not be introduced at the present time 

That view, however, he was glad to say, had not been 

taken. 


The Minister said that he was at the present 

moment trying to got the Trades Union Congress to 

agree to the continuance of certain, labour controls 

for a period after the end of the war. It would be 

difficult to get the T..U.C. to accept this, but he 

would do his best to got them to see that it was 

necessary in the national interest. Ho thought that 

other political Fartius should, similarly, be prepared 

to make concessions in' the national interest. 


Reference was, at this stage, made to'- the 

amendment of the Trade Disputes Act,, 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that, if agreement was 

reached after the war by the Government on the 

introduction of a concerted programme of half a dozen 

measures, it might well be that the amendment to the 

Trade Disputes Act could be Included among them. As 

the.. V/ar Cabinet knew, he had been anxious that -there 

should be an examination, into the question whether 

industrial, as opposud to political;, affiliation of 

Civil Service Trade Unions, could be allowed, since 

this he believed would improve relations with the 

Trades Unions; but any proposals to amend the Act met 

strong resistance from the Conservative Party. 


THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE 

then said that he was afraid that, if all these questio2ls 

were left for decision until the end of the war, it 

would bp impossible to get the necessary action taken 

in time. For example, one of the first needs would be 

to prevent the home market from absorbing too much of 

our production at the expense of the export trade. 

If this occurred, we should miss our opportunity of 

recovering our export markets. 






THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL agreeI, ana 

said that there wore many questions affecting trade and 

industry which were' urgent and raised no Party issues-, 


THE PRIME MINISTER agreed that demobilisation 

was of the utmost importance and -urgency, as were the 

plans for the expansion of the building industry. 

These, he agreed, involved no Party issuo. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP Tifi COUNCIL' said that the 

building programme could not be finally settled until 

decisions had been reached on the- location of industry,. 

This involved very far-reaching issues. 


THE MINISTER Of PRODUCTION drew a distinction 

between 

(i) preparations for the restarting of industry, 

in particular the export trade. He saw 

no particular difficulty in reaching 

decisions on this group of questions 

during the war; and 


(ii) questions which involved expenditure of 

some proportion of our available resources, 

as for example the Severidge Plan. It 

was, he thought, far more difficult to 

reach decisions at this stage .on questions 

in this second category. 


THE PRIME MlnlofjR mentioned the aircraft 

industry as one of those which would be faced with 

most difficult problems after the wain NotwibhStanding 

all the plans which were now being made with regard 

to civil aviation, it was clear that the aircraft 

industry would not Pe able to support more than a 

small proportion of the highly skilled personnel who 

had been drawn into it. This was a serious problem. 

Plans ought to be made for the rapid transfer of labour 

from war production to peace production. 


THE PAYMASTER GIELIRAL thought that a distinction 

should be drawn between those reconstruction plans 

which we must carry out and those which wore desirable 

provided that we could find the means to carry them out 

V/o should concentrate, in the first instance, on the 

first class. -as regards the second, the Chancellor 

of the Exchequer might prepare a draft post-war Budget, 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that 

the two classes mentioned by the Paymaster General 

were in fact inseparably connected. Thus, housing was 

largely dependent, not only on the location of industry 

but also on the distribution of purchasing power, which 

in turn was dependent upon the scheme of social service 

This had been prominently brought out in the economic 

discussions at Washington, in which the need had been 

emphasised for an adequate and effective demand for 

goods. 






TEC'! HOME SSCRT/EARY AND MINISTER OF HOME SECURITY 

said that tho improvement of social services was all
important, as providing a cushion to deal with the 

diffico.lt transition stage which.wo would have to face 

after the war. Unless the Government went ahead with 

completing post-war schemes, he thought that a situation 

would arise at the end of the war in which the 

Government of the day would be faced with a great 

number of difficult problems which they would be unable 

to solve. For example, what was to be the position 

in the mining industry? He had an open mind on the 

position, but he felt certain that plans must be pushed 

ahead now, if we were to avoid a period of dislocation 

at the end of the war. 


Tile PRIME MINISTER thought it would be helpful 

if the War Cabinet could be informed rather more 

specifically of the problems in regard to which 

decisions ought to be reached and what prevented such 

decisions from being reached. 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL referred to 

the third paragraph of W.P.(43) 255, which referred 

to the following:-


The use of land; 


Development rights and compensation; 


Water supply; 


The financing of the building 

programme; 


Reorganisation of transport, heat 

and power. 


The Budgetary implications of these and 
similar matters. 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said he thought 

that the rate of progress already made in the field of 

reconstruction plans, taken as a whole, was very 

substantial!.. On the Bcveridge Report, much progress 

had been made and he hoped shortly to be in a position 

to report to the Cabinet. On planning, he was 

disturbed at the absence of substantial progress. For 

his'own part, he thought that the scheme put forward 

in the Uthwatt Report was not a practicable one, and 

the Government were faced in this matter with a very 

intractable problem. As regards agriculture, he
thought that the Government would be forced to make a 

decision quite soon. The prospective world shortage 

of food would compel us to place long-term contracts 

for overseas supplies in order to safeguard our food 

supplies. As a corollary to this, we should have to 

give some assurance to our own agricultural industry 

over a similar period. 


TBU PRIME MINISTER said he regretted that it was 

not possible to continue the discussion further on that 

day, He proposed that it should be resumed on the 

following Thursday at 5.30 p.m., and on succeeding 

Thursdays until decisions had been reached. lie thought 

that it would bo helpful if the 'War Cabinet could be 

given a list of four or five major projects on which, 

in the view of the Ministers concerned, decisions were 

called for but were at present being delayed. 


Offices of tho War Cabinet, 


http://diffico.lt
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ANGLO-SOVIET THE PRIME MINISTER said that Mr. Hull had met 

AMERICAN Mr. Eden at Cairo and that it was hoped they would both 


arrive in Moscow that night. 
CONFERENCE 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M.(43) 137th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 4) . 


Mediterranean THE PRIME MINISTER said that the Russians 

Gommiss ion had now demanded that the Mediterranean Commission 


should be given administrative powers over the Control 

(Previous Commission in Italy. This was entirely contrary to 

Reference: what we had said at the time when proposals for the 

W.M.(43) 123rd establishment of. a Commission had first been made. 

Conclusions, It was clearly out of the question for us, having 

Minute 3). regard to the interests of our troops fighting in 


Italy, to agree that the powers of control should bo 

removed from the person of the Commander-in-Chief. 


The State Department viewed with favour requests 

which had been received from the Chinese and Brazilian 

Governments to bo represented on the Mediterranean 

Commission.. This suggestion however wouldcloarly 

make the Commission an ineffective body. 


Russian Convoys THE PRIME MINISTER said that the War Cabinet 

had seen the answer received from Premier Stalin in 


(Previous reply to his telegram (T. 1464/3) announcing our 

Reference: intention to send four convoys to North Russia and 

W.M.(43) 48th asking for better treatment for our personnel in 

Conclus ions, North Russia. This answer (T. 1625/3) was couched 

Minute 2). in an unhelpful and grudging tone and he (the Prime 


Minister) had been sorely tempted to send a reply, to 

the effect that, if the Russians would not mitigate 

the ill-treatment of our personnel in North Russia, 

"we should not send the convoys. But' it was clearly ri&Ir 

that we should send the convoys, in the interests of 

the war effort, if we could possibly manage to do so, 

and he had accordingly asked the Foreign Secretary to 

handle the matter in Moscow. In the meantime, he 

had seen the newly appointed Russian Ambassador, 

Mr. Gusev, and had handed back to him Premier Stalin's 

telegram, saying that he was not prepared to receive 

it and that Mr. Eden would deal with the matter orally 

in Moscow. (Sec T  1660/3 from the Prime Minister to 
t
the Foreign Secretary). 


In further discussion, the Prime Minister 
said that he thought it would be a great advantage if 
the Russians delivered their messages in Russian and let 
us arrange for their translation. He felt sure that the 
translations made were often very crude and that the tone 
of the original was often lost in the process of 
translation. 

Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.1, 
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FUTURE The War Cabinet had before them the 

OPERATIONS following telegrams:

(l) NAF	 486 from General Eisenhower embodying 

a review by General Alexander of the 

military situation in Italy. 


This review gave a full statement of 

the strength of the Allied and enemy 

forces in Italy at the present time, 

and the extent to which the forces on 

both sides could be built up between now 

and the end of January 1944. It was 

emphasised that our build-up was now 

reduced, compared with the est
imate which had been prepared at the 

beginning of September before Operation 

"AVALANCHE11 had been launched. Moreover, 

our forces would be seriously hampered 

by the progressive reduction in landing 
ships and craft available in the Medlter
ronean due to craft being sent back to this 

country for "OVERLORD"0 Most of the craft 

available had to be used for build-up and 

coastwise maintenance, and this imposed a 

strict limitation on amphibious operations9 


There was, therefore, a risk that the 

situation in Italy might take an unfavour
able turn and that the initiative in 

this theatre might pass to the enemy. 


(2) Telegram No.	 COS(w) 907*from the British 

Chiefs of Staff to the Combined Chiefs of 

- Staff, 


This telegram referred to NAF 486 and 

expressed the view that Generals Eisen

. hower and Alexander must be backed to the 

full so that the momentum of the offensive 

could be restored. For this purpose 

they must have the resources they required, 

even if thereby the "OVERLORD" programme 

was to be delayed. The telegram also 

dealt with the position of landing craft. 


(3) Telegrams Nos. 142*and 143**EXTRA from	 tho 

Prime Minister to the Secretary of State for 

Foreign Affairs in Moscow. 


In the former telegram the Prime 

Minister asked the Secretary of State to 

make it clear to Premier Stalin that the 

assurances about "OVERLORD" taking place 

in May were subject to specified conditions 

and must be modified by the exigencies of 

the battle in Italy, and that ho was taking 

the matter up with President Roosevelt. 


The latter telegram repeated NAF 486 

to the Secretary of State. 


r 






THE PRIME MINISTER gave a general review of 

the position and explained that, in his view, an 

attempt to carry out "OVERLORD" in May, regardless 

of its effect on other operations, would prevent 

us from reaping the fruits of our successful 

Mediterranean strategy. He had already communi
cated his views on this matter to President 

Roosevelt and he had high hopes that the President 

would be impressed by the arguments which he had 

put to him. 


The Prime Minister said that he thought it 

was essential that there should bo another meeting 

of the Combined Chiefs of Staff in the near future. 

It was already 90 days since the last Combined 

Meeting. Much had happened in this time and the 

position called for review. He had pressed the 

President to agree to an early meeting,, 


The Prime Minister mentioned that President 

Roosevelt had sent him a message suggesting that 

a Russian military representative should be 

present at forthcoming meetings of the Combined 

Chiefs of Staff dealing with British-American 

operations. 


The Prime Minister read to the War Cabinet 

the President's telegram on this subject (No. 

397''of 27th October) and-/his own reply 

of the same date (No,^^), strongly deprecating 

the suggestion of inviting a Russian military 

representative to be present at meetings of the 

Combined Staffs. 


The Prime Minister said that the Russians 

had asked for a further special meeting of the 

Moscow Conference to discuss operational matters. 

He had accordingly invited the Foreign Secretary 

to show to Premier Stalin the full text of the 

review of the situation in Italy by Generals 

Eisenhower and Alexander, and to make it clear 

that any assurances about the date of "OVERLORD" 

must be regarded as subject to the exigencies of 

the battle in Italy. The Primo Minister hoped that 

the War Cabinet would see their way to endorse the 

line which he had taken in these telegrams,, He 

added that these telegrams had been despatched 

after consultation with the Chiefs of Staff, who 

were in the most complete agreement on this matter, 

both among themselves and with himself. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said 

that the situation which had now arisen had been 

foreseen at the Quebec Conference, Ho had then 

stated that he thought we should not be able both to 

carry the operations in Italy through to a success
ful conclusion and also to carry out Operation 

"OVERLORD" at the date which had been agreed in the 

TRIDENT Conference. He had then expressed the view 

that our power to carry out "OVERLORD" successfully 

depended upon the success of our operations in Italy; 

we must, therefore, be ready to send sufficient forces 

to Italy to ensure success in this theatre. Moreover, 

it was folly to withdraw forces from Italy until it 

was Clear that we were in a position to carry out 

"OVERLORD successfully. 


The bottleneck was landing ships end craft, end orders 

had been sent to s top the return from the Mediterr
anean to this country of those -types cf British Ilanding craft 

which could make the journey later in the winter. 






THE VICE CHIEF OF NAVAL STAFF explained that 

only the larger landing ships and craft could make the 

journey through the Bay of Biscay in the winter months. 

The smaller craft would not be able to make the 

journey after about the middle of November. If 

they had not been sent back to this country by

that, date, Operation "OVERLORD" would be postponed 

by two or three months-


THE CHIEF OF THE AIR STAFF said that the 

United States were now sending air forces to the 

Mediterranean to an extent which would hamper their 

build-up of air forces for "OVERLORD". This 

seemed to be inconsistent with their insistence on 

the withdrawal of land forces and landing craft 

from the Mediterranean in order to ensure the 

carrying out of "OVERLORD" in May, 


FIELD MARSHAL SMUTS said that he had no 
quarrel with the conception of Operation "OVERLORD",

which was bound to be carried out as the last big

blow in the war. But he thought that we should 

not attempt to carry out that Operation in May 1944* 

To attempt to do so would impair the effect of the 

spectacular successes which we had won in the 

Mediterranean. It would have a disastrous effect 

on morale if we were to be seriously held up for a 

considerable period in the neighbourhood of Rome. 

Ho was certain that our right course was to pro
secute our success in Italy until we reached a 

line which we could hold with perfect safety; then 

the French might start another front in Southern 

France and, if the Russian pressure from the East 

continued, it should be possible to carry out 

"OVERLORD" in, say, August. 


Ho thought that if President Roosevelt 

pressed for adherence to the May date, he should be 

asked whether he would be prepared to take the 

responsibility for ordering the Operation to take 

place in that month against the advice of Generals 

Eisenhower and Alexander, the British Chiefs of Staff 

and the War Cabinet. Put in a nutshell, to insist 

on "OVERLORD" in May would mean the defeat of all 

our operations against the under-belly. 


Reference was also made to the fact that if 

"OVERLORD" took place in May,' we should have to stop

heavy bombing operations against Germany a month 

sooner. FIELD MARSHAL SMUTS thought that this 

would be. most unfortunate,, He believed that our 

air attacks on Germany were having a tremendous 

effect and might bring Germany to her knees in 

twelve months. 


In further discussion, THE CHIEF OF THE 

IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF mentioned that there were now 

signs of a German Division being withdrawn from 

Italy to meet the situation on the Russian front. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that this provided 

a strong argument against taking any action which 

would reduce the pressure we were bringing against 

the enemy in the south at a time when he was also 

under such strong Russian pressure from the East. 


In further discussion Ministers expressed their 
enture agreement with the views expressed by the Prime
Minister and Chiefs of Staff, and the War Cabinet
warmly endorsed the line taken by the Prime Minister
in the telegrams which had been despatched dealing
with this matter. 

r
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PRIME MINISTER'S 

PERSONAL TELEGRAM 

Serial No. T. 1747/3 


FORMER NAVAL PERSON TO PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT. No. 476 

Personal and Most Secret.; 27.10.43. 


Your No. 397. 

1. Liilse you I rejoice in the good progress made at Moscow, 

and I greatly hope we may arrange EUREKA. 


2. I deprecate the idea of inviting a Russian military 

representative to sit in at the meetings of our Joint Staffs. 

Unless he understood and spoke English, the delays would he 

intolerable. I do not know of any really high officer of the 

Russian Army who can speak English. Such a representative 

would have no authority or power to speak except as instructed. 

He would simply bay lor an earlier Second Front and block all 

other discussions. Considering- they tell us nothing of their 

own movements, I do not think we should open this door to them 

as it would probably mean that they would want to have observers 

at all future meetings and all discussions between us would be 

paralyzed. We shall very soon have six or seven hundred 

thousand British and American troops and Airmen in Italy and 

we are planning the great operation of OVERLORD. There will 

not be a Russian soldier in any of these. On the other hand 

all our fortunes depend upon them. I regard our right to sit 

together on the movements of our own two Forces as fundamental 

and vital. Hitherto we have prospered wonderfully, but I 

now feel that the year 1944 is loaded with danger. Great 

differences may develop between us and we may take the wrong 

turning. Or again we may make compromises and fall between 

two stools. The only hope is the intimacy and friendship 

which has been established between us and between our High 

Staffs. .If that were broken I should despair of the immediate 

future. A formal triple conference with the Russians is 

another thing. Then they have to be represented by plenipoten
tiaries, or at any rate persons having wide discretionary 

powers. I need scarcely say the British Chiefs of Staff fully 

share these views. I must add that I am more anxious about the 

campaign of 1944 than about any other with which I have been 

involved. 






PRIME MINISTER' 8 

PERSONAL TELEGRAM 

Serial No. T.1745/5 


PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT TO PRIME MINISTER. No. 397 


PERSONAL AND MOST SECRET 27.10.43. 


The present Moscow Conference appears to be a genuine 

beginning of British Russian United States collaboration which 

should lead to the early defeat of Hitler. In order to further 

stimulate this co-operation and particularly to increase the 

confidence of Stalin in the sincerity of our intentions it is 

suggested that immediately upon our receipt of information if 

it turns out that he is unable to meet with us at Basra or other 

place that is acceptable to both of us, we jointly transmit some 

such message as the following to him:-


I 
"Heretofore we have informed you of the results of our 


combined British American military Staff Conferences. You may 

feel that it would be "better to have a Russian military 

representative sit in at such meetings to listen to the discussion^ 

regarding British American operations and take note of the 

decisions. He would be free to make such comments and proposals I 

as you might desire. This arrangement would afford you and 

your staff an intimate and prompt report of these meetings. 


- I 

If you favourably consider such an arrangement we shall 


advise you of the date and place of the next Conference as soon 

as they have been determined. It"would be understood that the 

procedure outlined carried no implication of discussion of plans 

for purely Russian operations except as your representative might 

be instructed to present". 


If he does agree to meet us at Basra we can discuss this 

matter with him at that time. 
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[CYPHER] PRISEC 


FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO MOSCOW 
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26th October, 1943. 


M U M 


MOST IMMEDIATE. 

DEYOU. 


PERSONAL AND MOST SECRET. 


Following from Prime Minister for Secretary of State. 

Following is telegram from General Eisenhower referred 


to in my immediately preceding telegram. 


Transmitting entire text because this morning at a 

Commander's conference, General Alexander presented a review 

of the battle situation in Italy which gives such a clear and 

accurate picture. 


PART I. 


1, (a) On 9th September, the date of the launching of 
AVALANCHE and the announcement of the Italian Armistice, the 
estimate of the general enemy situation was that 2 divisions 
were opposing the advance of Eighth Army in Calabria: 1 
division was in the Heel of Italy: 3 divisions were in a 
position south of Rome and available to take action against 
the Allied landing in Salerno Bay; more than 2 divisions were in 
the neighbourhood of Rome and 9 in the north of Italy. The 
Germans, therefore, had a total of some 18 divisions at their 
disposal on the Mainland. Of these it was considered that 
some would be engaged in Northern Italy to deal, with the 
internal situation which was expected to cause them 
considerable embarrassment. 

(b) It was of course realised that our assaults near 

Salerno would prove hazardous In the face of German opposition, 

but it was thought that the Italian situation, coupled with the 

opportunity of landing light forces in the Heel and our over
whelming air superiority, weighed the scales sufficiently m 

our favour, and the risks quite rightly were taken. Further, 

landing craft were available in large numbers and gave us 

liberty of manoeuvre and flexibility in both build7up and 

maintenance by sea. They also afforded the possibility of 

further amphibious operations to assist the advance by land. 

This flexibility proved invaluable and was utilised fully by 

Eighth Army in its operations along the coast of Calabria and by 

Seventh Army in reinforoing the Salerno Area with 1 division 

from Sicily in the critical early days of the battle. 






(o) Although at that time it was known that craft 

&	 were to be withdrawn during the winter, the number to 


be withdrawn and the dates of withdrawal were not established. 

Our plans then envisaged an estimated build-up of 1300 
m
vehicles a day from all Mediterranean ports. Such a figure 


a nJ	 t lr?t  t o t a l o f 2 0
??  ?  Allied Divisions, together with 

the Tactical Air Forces, could factually have been put into 

Italy by the end of the year, provided that they could be 

equipped and their maintenance assured. At the same time, 

the estimates of craft available for the future allowed 

sufficient elasticity to assist maintenance and to provide 

tor amphibious operations in conjunction with the land advance 

to Rome, should such steps be necessary. 


PART II. 

2, (a) To-day the situation has changed greatly. In the 


South, 11 Allied Divisions oppose 9 German while further North 

there are some 15 more, a known total of 24 Divisions, and perhaps 

as high as 28 Divisions. On the basis that there are no 

unforeseen causes of a still lower rate of build-up, the optimum 

number of formations at our disposal on the mainland will be: 

end of November - 15 Divisions, end of December - 14/15 

Divisions, end of January - 16/17 Divisions, Our rate of build-up 

has fallen from the previous estimate of 1300 vehicles a day to 

an estimated 2,000 a week with a consequent delay in the 

calling forward of Air Forces and Army formations. The reduction 

in the build-up of ground forces has also been influenced by the 

decision to move the strategic Air Force into the Foggia area 

as rapidly as possible rather than to wait for the capture of 

bases in the Rome area. The demands of the Air Forces should be 

met by the end of the year. 


(b) The reduction in craft, already decreased by wear and 

tear, has been so serious as to preclude us from taking 

advantage, other than with minor forces, of the enemy's inherent 

weakness, which is the exposure of his 2 flanks to turning 

movements from the sea. The majority of such craft as are 

available are required for build-up and for coastwise maintenance 

on account of demolitions to road and rail facilities, and 

traffic in the ports, owing to the shortage of lighters and tugs 

and enemy sabotage to berthing facilities, which will take time 

to repair, 


3, (a) An examination of the enemy position has shown that 

his lines of communication enable him to build up in Italy, mainly 

in the North, to the order of 60 Divisions, should they be 

available, and maintain them there in the winter months, despite 

our air superiority. The Germans clearly are trying to form a 

reserve by shortening their lines round the Fortress of Europe. 

Such a reserve could be employed in reinforcing further their 

armies in Italy. 


(b) In comparison, the Allied position is less favourable. 

With the resources available no increase in rate of build-up can 

be made. A stabilised front South of Rome cannot be accepted, for 


the 






fee capital has a significance far greater than its 

strategic location and sufficient depth must be gained before 

the Foggie. airfields and the Port of Naples can be regarded as 

secure. This being so? the seizure of a firm defensive base 

Porth. oi Rome becomes imperative. Moreover we cannot afford 

to adopt a purely defensive role, for this would entail the 

surrender of the initiative to the Germans. 

PART III. 


 4. The obvious present German intention is to hold a line 

South of Rome, where the country favours defence and allows 

no scope of the deployment of our superiority in armour or 

artillery. Coming bod weather will limit the employment 

of our Air Forces, as indeed it has done already". Enemy 

troops may be tired but they can be relieved by formations 

from the North. There are indications that this is being 

done now. i/e have neither the formations nor the shipping 

to enable us to do so. It would therefore appear that we 

are condtted to a long and costly advance to"Rome, a "Slugging 

Match" with our present slight superiority in formations on the 

battlefront offset by the enemy opportunity for relief: for, 

without sufficient resources in craft, no out-flanking amphibious 

operation of a size sufficient tc speed up our rate of advance 

is possible. There is a danger that a successful conclusion 

of this "Slugging Match." might leave us North of Rome in such a 

state of exhaustion and weakness as not to be able to hold what 

we have gained, if the Germans bring down from the North fresh 

divisions for a counter offensive. An enemy strike of this 

nature may not be fully neutralised by our Air Forces during 

the winter months: otherwise, I should feel no concern. The 

German reinforcement of Italy appears greater than warranted 

by the internal situation or by purely defensive requirements^ 

If the opportunity for an easy success occurs, there is little 

doubt that it will be seized upon to counter the effects of a 

year of defeats on all fronts and to raise German morale 

prior to the campaigns of 1944. The effect in the Balkans 

and in. France might be particularly to our disadvantage. 


i


5. (a) In conclusion, the picture in September 

looked rosy, provided the initial assault at Salerno was 

successful. The German Divisions in the North were about to 

become involved in difficult internal security problems. 

In the South the rate of build-up was believed to be such that, 

given no reinforcement by reserve German formations, we should 

have had 20 Divisions opposed to probably his 18 by the end 

of December, and our full Air Force requirements have been 

on the mainland. It was believed that sufficient craft 
would be available to turn his sea flanks and maintain forces 

over the beaches, as might be necessary. 


(b) To sum up: To-day the situation is that 11 Allied 

Divisions are fighting a frontal battle in country favouring 

the defence against an immediate strength of 9 German Divisions, 


which ...... 






tich can be reinforced at any moment. Our build-up has 

in&led to a maximum of 16/17 Divisions by the end of 


January against a present enemy strength of a certain 24 

divisions, and our resources are not available for 

amphibious operations of much more than of local character. 

We may be delayed South of Rome sufficiently long to enable 

the Germans to clear up the situation in Northern Italy and 

then reinforce his Southern front. In this case, the 

initiative might well pass to him. Review Ends. 


[Copies sent to the Prime Minister and Brigadier Jacob], 


O.T.P. 
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[Cypher] PRISEG 


FROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO MOSCOW 


No. 112 EZPRA 

26th October, 1913. D. 6.U p,m.' 26th October, 192..3. 


MOST IMMEDIATE 


DEYOU 


MOST SECRET AND PERSONAL 


Following from Prime Minister for Secretary of State. 

I send you in my immediately following a very serious 


telegram from General Eisenhower reporting General Alexanders 

appreciation of the battle in Italy. You should show this to 

Stalin and let him read it for himself. The reason why we 

are getting into this jeopardy is because we are moving some of 

our best divisions and a large proportion of vital landing
craft from the Mediterranean in order to build up for OVERLORD, 

seven months hence. This is what happens when battles are 

governed by lawyers' agreements made in all good faith months 

before and persisted in without regard to the ever-changing 

fortunes of war. You should let him know if you think fit that 

I will not allow, while I am responsible, the great and 

fruitful campaign in Italy which has already drawn heavy 

German reserves into action to be cast away and end in a 

frightful disaster, for the sake of OVERLORD in May. 

The battle must be nourished and fought out until it is won. 

We will do our very best for OVERLORD but it is no use planning 

for defeat in the field in order to give temporary political 

satisfaction. 


2. It will therefore be necessary for you to make it 

clear that the assurances you have given about May OVERLORD 

subject to the specified conditions must be modified by the 

exigencies of battle in Italy. I am taking the matter up with 

President Roosevelt, but nothing will alter my determination 

not to throw away the battle in Italy at this juncture, so far 

as the King's Armies are concerned. Eisenhower and Alexander 

must have what they need to win the battle, no matter what 

effect is produced on subsequent operations. This may . 

certainly affect the date of OVERLORD. 

0.T.P 
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IMMEDIATE. 


From:- Air Ministry. 


To:- Britman Washington, 


OZ 3384. 26th October, 1943. 


Following from Chiefs of Staff C.O.S.(W) 907, 


1. We are very disturbed at situation revealed in 

NAF. 486, We were already examining the whole position 

of the campaign in the Mediterranean and its relation 

to OVEIMhiD, but receipt of NAF. 486. which confirms 

fears we had already formed, makes it necessary for us 

to communicate our views to U.S. Chiefs of Staff 

immediately. 


2. We consider that Eisenhower and his Commanders
in-Chief must be backed to the full so that momentum of 

offensive can be restored until Rome and airfields to the 

north have been captured. For this they must have the 

resources they require, even if the OVERLORD programme 

is delayed. We are convinced that if the campaign in 

Italy should lead to a reverse,' or oven to a stalemate, 

resulting in the Germans recovering the initiative, then 

OVERLORD would inevitably have to be postponed, 


3. As stated by Generals Eisenhower and Alexander, 

the crux of the problem is landing craft, both to improve 

our build up and to enable amphibious operations on a 

sizeable scale to be carried out at an early date, 

4, To show how serious the position is, we point 

out that 56 British and 48 American L.S.TS, and many of 

other types of landing ships and landing craft are due to 

leave the Mediterranean within the next few weeks. Many 

of these have already been withdrawn from the battle in 

preparation for the voyage to United Kingdom, 


5. We shall be ready in a few days to elaborate 

our views on this problem, but, in meanwhile, we consider 

it would bo a grave military error, in the light of 

General Eisenhower's and General Alexanders report, to 

remove these essential landing ships and landing craft 

from the Mediterranean, 


/. 6, Holding 






-2

,n Q* Holding these convictions, wc- fool*. so far as 

" British landing craft aro concerned, that wo should bo 

incurring a very gravo responsibility if we did not put 

them unreservedly at Eisenhowers disposal for the 

present. 


7. Please communicate above views urgently to 

U.S. Chiefs of Staff and press them to take similar 

action.' 


T.O.O. 261245Z. 


Circulation, 

brig, jacoo. 

Foreign Secretary. 

First Sea Lord. 

0,1, G. S, 

C. A, S a 

0*0* 0. 
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(27th October, 1943 - 6.0 p.m.) 


ITALY	 The War Cabinet had before them telegram No. 

64 SPACE from the Foreign Secretary at Moscow. In 


Future this telegram the Foreign Secretary said that M". 

of the Molotov had referred to the Prime Minister Ts state-

Italian ment that over 100 naval vessels and more than 

Fleet. 150,000 tons of merchant shipping had passed to the 


Anglo-American coalition, and had asked that in order 

to extenuate the struggle the following should be 

handed over to the Soviet Government forthwith 

1 Battleship 

1 Cruiser 

8 Destroyers 

4 Submarines and 

40,000 tons,of shipping. 


The Foreign Secretary thought that Russia 

had a good claim to a share in tho Italian Fleet, 

and that an early favourable decision would bo very 

helpful at the Moscow Conference.. 


The War Cabinet also had before them a further 

telegram (No. 97 S P A C E f r o m the Foreign Secretary, 

saying that it would be very helpful if he could be 

authorised to say that we agreed to the Soviet 

Government having the ships for which they asked and 

that the question of the ports at which they were to 

be delivered should be examined by the naval staffs. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that this matter 

had been examined by the Chiefs of Staff, v/hose views 

were as follows:

(i) We	 should establish whether we were legally 

empowered by the Agreement with the Italian 

Government to hand over these ships to the 

Soviet Government. The Admiralty were 

examining this. 


(ii) If the legal position were satisfactory, the 

Chiefs of Staff thought we should agree to 

the Soviet suggestion in principle. . 


(iii) The handing	 over of the ships would, however, 

give rise to a great many difficulties 

which would need very careful examination. 


FIELD MARSHAL SMUTS said he thought the matter 

was one which"should be dealt with at a high level 

between the President, the Prime Minister and Premier 

Stalin. 


THE MINISTER OF STATE pointed out that any 

answer which could be given in a favourable sense 

(even if it was only to the extent of saying that we 

were anxious to meet the Russian claim but that there 

were formidable difficulties which would have to be 






examined) would be of. great help to Mr. Eden at the 

Moscow Conference. 


THE FIRST LORD OP THE ADMIRALTY pointed out 

that we wanted the Littorios ourselves, and that if 

any battleship was to be given to Russia, it should 

be a Cavour class battleship. Their claim for 

destroyers was inadmissible as it would more than 

absorb all the sea-worthy destroyers available. He 

saw no reason why the Russians should not be given 

some torpedo boats. 


THE MINISTER OP WAR TRANSPORT said that the 

merchant shipping which had been captured would pro
bably not suffice to meet the import requirements of 

the Italian civilian population, let alone the needs 

of our troops in Italy. There was therefore no 

question of there being any surplus merchant shipping 

to be divided up among the United Nations. 


Reference was also made to the strong claims 

of other United Nations, especially tho Greeks. 

The Free French and the Yugoslavs were also mentioned 

in this connection. 


It was also pointed out that use might be 

made of these ships in the Japanese war, after the 

defeat of Germany. 


The War Cabinet Invited: -


The Prime Minister to send a telegram to the 

Foreign Secretary on the following lines:-


The telegram should indicate our desire to 

meet the Russian 1 s over this matter, but should draw 

attention to the following points:

(a) That v;o had hopod that the Italian Fleet 

would play its part in tho War against Japan. 


(b) That sorlous practical difficulties	 would 

be involved in sending Italian ships to 

Russian Arctic ports. 


(c)-Tho claims of othor of the United Nations 

to share in the Italian Floot, must be 

borne in mind. 


(d) It was important to do nothing which would 

discourage Italian co-operation. 


In tho light of all these points, it should bo 

suggested that discussion of this matter had better be 

postponed until the forthcoming Conference between the 

Prime Minister, President Roosevelt and Premier Stalin. 


jMtils telegram was later despatched as No. 171-*' 

""EXTRA from the Foreign Office to Moscow.,./ 


Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.1, 






OUTWARD TELEGRAM 

[This Document is the Property of His Britannic Majesty's Government, and should be 

, kept under Lock and Key.] 

[CYPHER] SPECIAL (EXTRA) 


PROM FOREIGN OFFICE TO.,MOSCOW. : - ' 


No. 171 

29th October, .1943, - . D. 4,00 a.m, 29th Octoher,,'1943. 


" . ' ,.' sssss  ' r .:. 
MOST.BG£EI)iATE : '  '.: .. : 
MOST SECRET . /- " ' )  / -
DEDIP 

Following personal from Prime Minister,-,,.';:'.., 


1, If you think well, try the following, on U.J. 

Would he like to have a flotilla of British submarines-in the 

Black Sea? If they could get there in-the next ten days 

would they help drown the bastards escaping from the Crimea '
and sink valuable material? If he thinks it worth while, I 

would try. 


2, Would not this- be a good test case to put to the 

Turks? Would it not be the thin edge of the wedge? Britain 

and Russia could say to them "you must turn a blind eye to: the passage of these submarines'through the Dardanelles and 

Bosphorus, They -would remain submerged-by day, and only 
travel by night. : If presently the.;Germans say they have 

been sinking ships in the Black Sea, you can answer "they

must have slipped through somehow". 


3, It seems to me this is much the best way to tackle 

Turkey on a small concrete point where she could be a help and 

at the same time not have to take a formal plunge. Arrange
ments would have to be made for the supply of fuel, torpedoes,

etc,, but these are matters which can be settled later. Let 

me know before you leave whether U.J. is interested in this or 

not. 


4  Italian Fleet, In principle we willingly admit the
0
Russians' right to a share in the Italian Fleet, We had 
however thought that this Fleet would play its part against 
Japan, and we had been planning to tropicalise the Littorios 
and some other units for this later phase of the war. If 
Russia would like  t o have a squadron in being in the Pacific,
that would be a very considerable event, and we would like to 
discuss this project at Eureka. 

5* At present the only place Y/here Italian ships could 
be handed over  t o the Russians would be Archangel and Murmansk. 
The Italian warships are quite unsuited for working in Arctic 
waters and would need several months of dockyard work first. 
We should also have to be careful lest the immediate transfer 
to the Russians would have an ill-effect on Italian co
operation. It is important for Italy to have her flag on 
the sea against Germany. . We do not want to provoke a refusal 
by the Italians to carry on the important Yirork they are doing
for us in Taranto dockyard. One cannot be absolutely sure 

/that 




that they would not souttie some of the ships they 
" b r o u g h t out from the German clUtQhes if they thought 
they were to he handed over to foreign crews. They 
are doing a good deal for us at the present time, 
Italian submarines are.carrying supplies to Leros. 
Italian destroyers, of which there are only seven 
good ones, are escorting local convoys-. Their cruisers 
are transporting troops and supplies. We should there
fore in any case have to ensure against publicity until 
we could take steps to counter these ill-effects. ,Once 
distribution of the Italian Fleet "begins, the French, 
the Yugoslavs and Greeks would put in their claims ... 
which are pretty good. 

6. For all these reasons it would be better to 

put off ..this question till Eureka. 


7
 - '7*-' It"-is quite true that we have gained some * 

Italian'Merchant tonnage, but the amount is \actually 

less than what, we have to provide for the minimum 

requirements of conquered and Italian territory, so. that 

we are actually down on the balance, especially as most 

of these Italian ships are not fit for anything more' 

than local traffic, r 

8. Has Mr.. Hull'referred this request "to his 

Government? It would be essential that we should be 

agreed. I should like best of all to talk over all . 

this at Eureka, if that., ever comes off, .... -


OTP, 


J 


file:///actually


[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be 

retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on]. 

[Qypher] SPECIAL ( EXTRA ) 


FROM MOSCOW TO FOREIGN OFFICE. 


Six"1 A * OJLci Kg3?i* 
No. 97 SPACE D. 6.23 p.m. 26th October, 1943. 
26th October, 1943. R. 7 .55 p.m. 26th October, 1943. 

. . ̂ . i -* 

* i f i * * * 


MOST IMMEDIATE 


DEDIP 


MOST SECRET 

Personal for Prime Minister from Secretary of State 


for Foreign Affairs. 

At to-day's Conference M.. Molotov said that the Soviet 


wished to have.a special meeting to-morrow with restricted 

attendance for a further discussion on measures to shorten 

the war. We are clearly not Out of the wood yet. 


2. Claim to a share of the Italian Fleet and 

Mercantile Marine (see my No.. 64 Space) raises a host of 

difficult questions but it would bo immensely helpful if 

I could be authorised within the next four days at the 

latest to say that we agree to the Soviet having ships 

for which they ask and that the question of their delivery to 

the Soviet Northern and Black Soa ports will be examined 

forthwith by Naval S'taffs of our two countries. 


O.T.P. 






 tt
/CYPHER/7 SPECIAL (EXTRA X)  ' 


FROM MOSCOW TO FOREIGN OFFICE 


Sir A. Clark Kerr. D. 8 .22 a.in'. 2hth October, 39^3 
HO. 6l\. SPACE R. 10.00 a.m. 2kth October, 19u3 
23rcl October, 19h3 

Following from Secretary of State. 


My immediately preceding telegram. 


After expressing pleasure at Mr. Hull's statement and 
enthusiasm about the political situation in Italy, M. Molotov 
said that as we were to some extent business men too as well as 
politicians, he had a proposal to make on behalf of the Soviet 
Government. Italy due especially to the -part played until 
recently by Mussolini, had taken active part in the war against 
the Soviet Union. Together with Germany she had until her 
surrender, fought for more than two years in Soviet territory 
and caused great damage to her people and economy. That 
damage was difficult to value but Italy should begin to some 
extent to repair it. This was necessary in order to 
intensify the struggle against the principal enemy. He /j? grp. 
omtd: made/7' reference to Prime Minister's statement that over 
100 naval vessels and more than 150,000 tons of merchant 
shipping had passed to the Anglo-American Coalition. His 
proposal therefore was that in order to extenuate the struggle, 
there should be handed over to the Soviet Government forthwith 
1 battleship, 1 cruiser, 8 destroyers and 4 submarines to sail 
to Northern ports of the Soviet Union and h0,C00 tons of merchant 
shipping to sail immediately to Black Sea ports. This proposal 
would be put in writing. He did not insist 03.1 an immediate 
answer but asked for it before the Conference ended. 

2. For myself I think that Russia has a good claim to a 

share of the Italian fleet, I presume that we take the view that 

Italian fleet is at our disposal to do with as we wish. If this 

is so, has not the time come to decide what -portions of it we are 

prepared to allot to our allies? The Greek claim we know to be 

small: probably a cruiser and two or three destroyers and a 

like number of submarines would satisfy them. Politically it is 

desirable that C-Peeece should have a fleet which will at least 

give her naval equality with Turkey. At present Greece through 

her losses in this war is weaker than Turkey at sea. I presume 

that Yugoslav claims would be very small, perhaps a destroyer and 

a submarine. Then there are the French claims about which I 

telegraphed from Algiers. 


3. As regards Russia, their demand seems to me moderate and 

reasonable. Ambassador has expressed the opinion that acquiescence 

on our pert in this Russian request would have "stupendous 

psychological effect" on opinion in this country and. I trust that 

we can meet it. He thinks that Russian suggestion is based 

mainly upon reasons of prestige and that obvious practical 

difficulties which might arise, particularly as regards delivery 
at Russian Black Sea ports of merchant tonnage, should not be 

allowed to influence our judgement in coming to a decision. 

An early favourable decision would help us greatly here. 
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W.M. (45) 148TH CONCLUS IONS, MINUTE 2 
Confidential Annex 


(1st November, 1943 - 5,30 p.m. ) 


MOSCOW THE PRIME MINISTER said that one of the 

CONFERENCE matters dealt with in the Moscow Conference had he en 


whether we and the Russians should now combine in an 

(Previous attempt to make Turkey declare war on Germany. This 

Refer enc e: matter was, of course, connected with our position in 

W.M. (43) 145th the Aegean which was one of great difficulty. At 

Conclusi ons , the time of the Italian surrender, we had occupied 

Minute 3). Kos and Leros, but we had lost the former which 


contained the airfield upon which the latter depended. 

Turkey As a result, owing to the absence of air cover, we 


had suffered vexatious naval losses. This situation 

(Previous would bo remedied if we could have the use of landing 

Reference; strips which we had constructed in Turkey. 

W. M. (43) 135 th 

Conclusions, The use of these strips would be of great 

Minute 4). value to us. On the other hand, if we were now to 


bring pressure on Turkey to declare war, Turkey would 

ask for the support of some 25 air squadrons, which 

we had promised to make available when Turkey came 

into the war on our side. Conditions, however, had 

now changed, and we could not make so many squadrons 

available to Turkey at this juncture, Mr. Eden had 

therefore told M0. Molotov that, while we agreed in 

principle that it was desirable that Turkey should 

now come into the War, the real question at issue 

was how this should be brought about and that, in 

our view, the right course would be to persuade 

Turkey to grant us the landing facilities we required, 

as a first step. 


M. Molotov had reacted unfavourably to this 

line of approach and had said that, if the three Great 

Powers really thought that Turkey should now come into 

the war, Turkey would have no option, and that we should 

bring this about, Mr. Eden had replied that, while 

we agreed entirely that Turkey should enter the War 

before the end of the year, the difference was that we 

wanted to bring this about in two stages, and to avoid 

a formal demarche to Turkey to enter the War. 


THE PRIME MINISTER added that this matter 
was to be the subject of a further discussion between 
Mr, Eden and M., Molotov. It was also likely that 
Mr. Eden would see the Turkish Foreign Minister in 
Cairo, on his return journey, and would put to him 
our request for the use of the landing strips in Turkey. 
It looked, however, as though this request would have 
to be put forward without Russian support. 

The War Cabinet took note of this statement. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, 

. S. W. 1. 
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W.M.(45) 149TH CONCLUSIONS, MINUTE 2 

Confi dentla1 Annex 


(2nd November, 1943 - 12.15 pmin) 


MOSCOW 	 THE PRIME MINISTER said that since the Meeti 

CONFERENCE 	 of the Cabinet on the previous night;, two further 


telegrams had been received from Moscow about the 

position of Turkey. The Prime Minister read these 


Turkey 	 two telegrams to the War Cabinet, viz: 
(Previous No, 153 SPACE giving the details of a 

Refere nee: further conversat:.on which the Secretary

W. M.(43) 148 th of State had with M0 Mo16toV; and 

Conclusions,

Minute 2) Noo 154 SPACE''containing the 1 ext of a 


protocol signed by Mr. Eden and I Molotov 


By this protocol the two Foreign Secretaries 

agreed toot it was moat desirable that Turkey should enter 

the war on the side of the United Nations before the 

end of 1943, and that this should be suggested to 

Turkey at the earliest possible moment. As a first 

step, however, Turkey should be asked to give all 

possible aid by placing facilities at Turkish air 

bases at the disposal of the Allied air forces., 


In the former telegram the Foreign Secretary

stated that he realised.he had gone somewhat beyond his 

instructions, but he felt sure "it was in our 

interests to take this line. He added that Mr, Hull 

was in entire sympathy with ̂  the policy, but was unable 

to sign the protocol without authority from Washington, 


The Prime Minister said he hoped the Foreign 

Secretary, when he saw. the Turkish Foreign Minister 

in Cairo on his return journey, would be aole to dea"1 


comprehensively with our relations with Turkey and the 

Aegean situation. 


The War Cabinet 


(1) Took note of these telegrams, and 
asked the Prime Minister-to inform 

the Foreign Secretary that the War 

Cabinet entirely endorsed the action 

which he had taken. 


(2) InviteInvitedd ththee Secretary of State for Air 

to inform the Air Officer Commanding
in-Chief., Middle East, that any

necessary preliminary action should 

be taken. so as to avoid any delay

in our squadrons making use of air 

bases in Turkey, once permission to 

use them had been obtained. 


Offices of the War Cabinet,

S. W. 1. 






[ This telegram is of particular secrecy and should 

be retained by the authorised recipient and not passed 


H Q S ! 


[ CYPHER ]. SPECIAL ( EXTRA X ). 


FROM MOSCOW TO FOREIGN OFFICE. 


Sir A, Clark Kerr. D. 2.50 a.m6 November 2nd 1945, 
No.154. NOCOP SPACE. 

November 2nd 1943.' R. 5.00 a,m. November 2nd 1945. 


IMMEDIATE, 


DED.IP.. 


Following for Prime Minister from Secretary of 

State, ; 


My immediately preceding telegram:. 


Following is text of the protocol. 


Foreign Secretaries of the United Kingdom and 

Soviet Union have agreed as follows:

1. The two Foreign Secretaries think it most 

desirable that Turkey should enter the war on the side 

of the United Nations before the end of 1945 in order 

that she may take her.part with the United Nations in 

hastening the defeat of Hitlerite Germany in which 

Turkey and other freedon-loving states are interested, 


2. The two Foreign Secretaries agree that it should 

be suggested to Turkey on behalf of the United Kingdom 

and Soviet Governments at the earliest possible date 

to be agreed upon between them that she would enter the 

war before the end of 1945. 


5.. The two Foreign Secretaries agree that Turkey 

should immediately be asked to give all possible aid to 

the United Nations by placing facilities at Turkish 

air-bases at the disposal of the Allied.Forces and 

providing such other facilities as the two governments 

may be agreed upon as desirable.. 


[ Copies sent to Prime Minister and Brigadier Jacob ] 


O.T.P. 






[This telegram is of particular secrecy and should be 

retained by the authorised recipient and not passed on] 


"0" 


[CYPHER].-. :	 SPECIAL (EXTRA , 

' FROM MOSCOW TO FOREIGN OFFICE. ,' .'. 


Sir-A. Clark Kerr D, 3.14 a ,m. - November 2,1943 
No. 153 Space Nocop 

' V" R. 5,00 a,m.\ November 2, 1943 November'2, 1943 


& & & 


BffiSDIATE 


DEDIP .'' 


My telegram No, 145.' 

Following for Prime Minister from Secretary of State. 

I had- a further conversation with M. Molotov about 


Turkey, 


2. I said I had reported my conversation with 

M, Molotov to London, There had not, however, been time 

to receive a reply, I was, however, ready to sign an 

undertaking with M, Molotev to the effect that we would do 

our best to get Turkey into the war.this year, 


3, M, Molotov suggested that we should draw up a 

protocol containing three points, 


(1) That the three Foreign Secretaries considered 

it necessary for Turkey to come into the war in 1943 

in her own interests and the interests of all peace
loving nations. 


(2) That we should approach Turkey with this 

proposal, 


(3)	 That we should now ask Turkey for the use of 

air bases, 


4* After considerable argument and discussion I 

persuaded M, Molotov that we were in urgent need of bases 

and that the first step must therefore bo to secure the 

necessary facilities and that the entry of Turkey into the 

war should be a subsequent step, 


5. We therefore agreed upon a protocol, text of which 

is contained in my immediately following telegram, I 

realise that I am perhaps going somewhat beyond my 


instructions.,i 




instructions in undertaking to press the Turks to enter the 

war before the end of 194S. On the other hand the Soviet 

Government would not have agreed to our confining ourselves 

to asking for air bases unless we had undertaken to use 

pressure on the Turks to come in before the end of the year, 

In all circumstances therefore, I am convinced that it is in 

our interest to take this line by which we may obtain the 

bases now, press Turkey into the war within the next twfi 

months and at the same time meet the wishes of the Soviet 

Government in this question to which they attach the utmost 

importance. 


6. After leaving M, Molotov, I saw Mr. Hull, He was in 

entire sympathy with the policy but said he was unable to 

subscribe to the protocol without authority from Washington, 


7. M. Molotov and I therefore agreed that we two should 

sign the protocol and that Mr. Hull should, if possible, 

subscribe to it subsequently. 


8. As regards paragraph 5 of the protocol, I have, 

in agreement with M. Molotov written him a letter/pointing 

'out that T shall approach Human in Cairo about facilities for 

air bases, and making it clear that they would only be for 

our own. use. 


9, lit Molotov showed no enthusiasm for the suggestion 
that our submarines' should enter the Black Sea but-proposed 
that this might "be discussed by our naval authorities. 

10. We are signing protocol tonight. 


11. Please see my immediately following telegram. 


O.T.P. 
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turbed at the way in which our military operations in the 


lOST SECRET. 
W.M. (43)150TH CONCLUSIONS, .MINUTE I, 

Confidential unnex 
(4th November, 1943 - 600.p nu) o

FUTURE 
OPERATIONS 

THE PRIME MINISTER said that as his colleagues were 
aware, for some time past he had been increasingly dis

(Previous Mediterranean were being hampered by the preparations for 

Reference: Operation OVERLORD, which would not take place for several 

W.M.( 43 ) 1 4 7 t h months. The special ground of anxiety was landing ships 

Conclusions, and craft. We had given orders that no further British 

Minute l). landing ships and craft should be sent back to this country 


from the Mediterranean and had recommended that they 

should be put unreservedly at General Eisenhower's disposal 

for the present-, No instructions had, however, as yet 

been sent to General Eisenhower from the Combined Chiefs 

of Staff which would enable him to make use of therm The 

Prime Minister said that he thought that matters on this 

point had now reached a point at which intervention on the 

part of the War Cabinet was necessary. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that a 

telegram had been despatched by General Eisenhower on the 

previous day to the Combined Chiefs of Staff and the 

British Chiefs of ̂ taff (NAF 498), in which he stated that 

the continued withdrawal of landing ships and craft accord
ing to schedule would make it impossible for him to carry 

out amphibious outflanking attacks The result would be that 
0
we should have to depend on a series of frontal attacks; 

and if we had to rely on these methods we should not get 

to the desired line covering Rome and its airfields until 

some time during January, and should not secure it until 

some time during February. General Eisenhower asked 

authority to retain sufficient landing ships and craft to 

enable him to make amphibious outflanking assaults. 


Tho Chief of the Imperial General Staff read a tele
gram from the British Chiefs of Staff sent to the U.SC 
Chiefs of Staff through the Joint Staff Mission (C.S.0o(43) 

924) urging that immediate decisions must be taken in this 

matter which could not await the SEXTANT Conference, and 

that General Eisenhower should be empowered to put into 

use forthwith such landing ships and craft as he required 

for the vigorous prosecution of his offensive in Italy -

This was not a matter for bargaining about the precise 

numbers of American and British landing craft requiredo 


THE PRIME MINISTER then read a telegram which he pro
posed to send to the President, asking in the name of the 

War Cabinet that the request in the Chiefs of Staff telegram 

should be given full consideration. 


The War Cabinet -

Endorsed the line of action proposed by the Prime 

Minister in his draft telegram to the President, 


^Note:- The Prime Minister's telegram to the President 
was subsequently despatched as telegram Not.490.2./ 

Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.1. 
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(4th November, 1943 - 6.0 p.m.) 


IREHND. The War Cabinet resumed their discussion of President 

Roosevelt's proposal to send a communication to Mr. de 


(Previous Valera regarding the continued neutrality of Eire. The-

Reference: War Cabinet had before them the following further documents; 

W.M.(43)130th 

Conclusions, W.P.(43)456 - Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

Minute 3) . for Dominion ilffairs. 


W,P,(43)500 - Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Dominion affairs, setting out his 

views as to the reply to be sent to 

the State Department. 


Y/.P.(43)501 - An analysis of the differences 

between the first draft of the pro
posed United States communication to 

Mr* de Valera, as shown to the Prime 

Minister at Hyde Park (W.-P. (43) 387) 

and the later draft forwarded from 

the United States ambassador (^nnex B. 

in W.P.(43)408). 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he had now studied the 

later draft of the proposed communication to Mr. de Valera. 

It had clearly been whittled down by the State Department. 

He thought that this later draft would not achiove any useful 

purpose, and that a reply should be sent,', broadly on the 

lines proposed by the Secretary of State for Dominion 

Affairs, deprecating the despatch of the communication 

ari nor: orooosod by the United States Ambassador, 


The War Cabinet 
agreed in principle that a reply should be sent to 

the State Department deprecating the dospatchto 

Mr. de Valera of a communication on the lines pro
posed, and agreed that the terms of this despatch 

should be settled by the Prime Minister. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that it remained to consider 

whether any attempt should be made to deal with the Irish 

situation. He did not agree with the view that we should 

leave matters as they now stood, so that Sire would have a 

blank hand whon peace came. No doubt the Irish people 

had behavod very badly and it would be easy to be content 

with allowing the score of misdeeds to pile up against them, 

But he was not prepared to write the position off as hope
less without making some attempt to see whether we could 

not get a united Ireland within the British Commonwealth 

and Empire. 


The Prime Minister added that he was not impressed 

with the argument that the offers which we had made^in 1940 

had been rejected. At that time we had faced the world 

alone, and it was perhaps not to be wondered at that the 

Irish had refused those offers. He would like to have 

liberty to take soundings and see whether it would not be 






possible to make a start on the lines which he had in mind. 

He would, of course,' report progress from time-to time to the 

War Cabinet, There was no reason why anything need be said 

to President Roosevelt at this stage, 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL said that he thought 
that our position in Ireland was now considerably better than 
it had beeni The Irish appreciated the a t t i t L i d e which we 
had adopted towards them during the war, and to-day they 
liked us better than they liked the Americans, He also 
thought that, owing to a kind of perverted logic, the Irish 
would be all the more determined not to enter the war on our 
side now that tho stage had been reached when i t was clear 

. that we v/ere going to win, 


THE SECRETARY OP STiiTE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS said that 

he had certain strong convictions on the Irish situation. 

There were two problems to be faced - partition and neutrality. 

The difficulty which he saw was that any attempt to link these 

two problems would only set back a solution of th^ Irish 

difficulties. He was convinced that it was impossible to 

shift Mr, de Valora on tho question of neutrality. Tho latterTs 

i&iolc purpose had ilaroughcut boon to separata Ireland as far as 

possible from Great Britain, and in his Constitution of 1937 

he had broken almost the last links between Ireland -and 

Great Britain from the Irish point of view. He had abolished 

the Appeal to the Privy Council and the Oath of Allegiance, 

and the only remaining mention of Tho King's name was in 

the Letters of Credence to diplomats going abroad - where 

it was, presumably, retained on the grounds that it was of 

practical value in these matters not to. be entirely cut off 

from the British Empire^ 


In Mr. de Valera's eyes neutrality was now a symbol 

of Irish independence. It had become an act of faith and 

de Valera could not be moved on this point. The Secretary 

of State for Dominion Affairs read an extract from an 

observer in Ireland (Miss Elizabeth Bowen), dated 12th 

October, which recorded a hardening of the atmosphere in 

Ireland in favour of neutrality. 


Continuing, the Secretary of State for Dominion 

affairs said that if it was impossible to shift the Irish on 

neutrality during the war, It was clearly out of the question 

to make any kind of concession to them in regard to part
ition. After the war, however, he thought the position 

might be considerably easier to handle. The Irish people, 

strangely enough, would feel that they had been well treated 

by us in being allowed to stay out of the war; and they had 

now a greatly increased respect for the British people and 

for the justice of our attitude towards them. 


He therefore favoured not making any approach until 
after the war, and ho feared that any approach now would 
revive tho eld bitterness and distrust. Lorsovor, many 
people :'ui this country would be opposed to negotiations with 
niro -t tne present time. 

He Thiow* however- that, gone Ministers held.a differnit 
n
view; am. i f i t was a question of some unofficial emissary making enquiries on his own initiative as to nr, doValeraTs 
-
frame of wind tow\rdn neutrality,. ho did not thirds: this-could do any harm, vhil-. it might help to clarify the position. 

THE LORD -PliliS-IDEITT OP THE COUNCIL expressed general 
agreement with.tho Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs' 
views as to opinion in Ireland, 

THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR THE HOME DEPARTMENT said 
that at tho prosont stage he had not, of course, thought it 
right to make any contacts on this mattor with the Prime 
Minister of Northern Iroland. Ho did not, however, imagine 
that the Government of Northern Ireland had in mind tho 
possibility of any arrangement being come to at the present' 
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time.. He thought that if the issue of neutrality was 

raised. Mr. de Valera would inevitably switch on to the 

partition question, For his own part, while he would 

like to see a united Ireland, he thought that we could only 

agree to this on-the condition that the defence of the 

United Ireland was made a responsibility of tho United 

Kingdom. If this was not done, there would be a risk 

that, in another war, we might find ourselves faced 

.with a United Ireland which was neutral. This would be 

intolerable from the defence point of view. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that it was, of course, 

clear that the loyal North had saved us from having to 

conquer the rest of Ireland with British arms. If we 

had needed tho Irish ports as a matter of life and death, 

he had no doubt that we should have gone and taken them; 

and that we would have been right to have done so. 


THE MINISTER OP LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE said 

that 5,000 Irish a month were now coming to this country, 

and he was very reluctant to see any action taken which 

might start up an agitation among the large numbers of 

Irish people now working over here. The main issue was, 

he thought, one of timing; and on the whole he would 

prefer that no action should be taken until (a) the 

education controversy had been settled and (b) we had 

captured Rome. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he was not afraid 

of the results of a public appeal in this matter. One 

plan might be that he should make a speech in which he 

would appeal to the rank and file of the Irish people over 

the heads of their leaders. There were many elements 

who would be glad to come in on the winning side and, more
over, would be glad to be on our side in a quarrel in 

which we were in the right. He added that, in his 

approach to this question ho was influenced less by reports 

of public opinion than by a great urge to find a remedy 

to the present state of affairs, notwithstanding the risks 

and difficulties involved. It was, of course, clear that 

we should never bring pressure to bear on Northern Ireland. 

As regards timing, he feared that, if we left matters 

until.the end of the war, it would bo very much harder 

to get a solution. He did not see what we should gain 

by not raising the issue until after the war. 


THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND NATIONAL SERVICE said 

that he thought that after the war, when the large volume 

of employment for Irish labourers in this country came to 

an end, Mr. de Valera would have economic troubles which 

would make him more likely to want to come to an agreement 

with us. 


THE MINISTER OF nIRCRAFT PRODUCTION said that he was 

in favour of doing all that could be done to find a 

solution of the Irish question. But it was important to 

settle what sort of approach was going to be made. He 

thought that while the Irish would not give up neutrality, 

which was now a sort of myth for them, they might be pre
pared to take some friendly steps towards us. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he wanted to see some 

action to lift the matter on to a higher plane. Nothing 

could be worse than a continuance of the present position. 


THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER said that he favoured 

soundings being taken, . 


THE MINISTER OF STATE said he would like to see 

partition ended, and as soon as possible. We were, , 






however, faced with a considerable &il"emraa. He thought it 

was true that if we allowed the Southern IMsh to remain neutral 

until the end of the war they would realise that they were 

in our debt on this account, that they were dependent on 

us, and would be more ready on that account to accept 

a reasonable settlement; on the other hand it would then 

be more difficult to get Northern Ireland to agree to any 

change in their1 position if Southern Ireland had remained 

neutral throughout the war, 


THE LORD PRESIDENT OP THE COUNCIL thought that our 

best opportunity might come after the war when those 

Irishmen who had fought with us in this war returned to 

Ireland. ii Government which contained many of those who 

had fought for us in the war would be more likely to help 

us. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR A I R said that ho shared 

the Prime Minister's urge to try and deal with the Irish 

situation, notwithstanding the difficulties involved. On 

the question whether anything effective could bo done at 

the present time, he thought that nothing could be done 

by negotiating with de Valera. But there were others 

behind him and he would like to know what were the views 

of Mr. Dillon and of the leaders of the Church. He 

thought that the matter should be explored and soundings 

madei 


THE LORD PRIVY SEAL said that nearly everything which 

had been said that evening reminded him of what had been 

said in comparable discussions in 1917?". The only new 

point raised had been what Mr. Bevin had said as to the 

fear of industrial unrest, but he thought that if negot
iations were started the Minister of Labour would be able 

to handle this side of the matter. 


The Lord Privy Seal said that he favoured an attempt 

being made now to deaj, with the Irish question. It was 

in our favour that we were now much stronger than in 1940; 

while Mr, de Valera's position had weakened; and the 

farmers' party was now strongly hostile to him. It 

would be a tragedy if Ireland was to continue to the end of 

the war to pursue a separate policy to that of Great 

Britain. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he hoped that the 

War.Cabinet would agree that he might make careful sounding 

He would, of course, exercise great caution in any steps 

he took. In particular, ho would have to watch the 

reactions of the Conservative Party; but he thought that 

the Northern Ireland people knew that he would never bring 

coercion to bear upon them. He-would also bear in mind 

the differences of view which had been expressed in the 

Cabinet on the matter. 


This course was agreed to. 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS asked that 

he might bo consulted by tho Prime Minister as to the 

nature of the sounding which he proposed to take. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that he regretted that he 

could not agree to this course-. It had been laid down at 

the Imperial Conference of 1918 that the Prime Minister 

had the absolute right to correspond direct with the Prime 

Ministers of the Dominions. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR DOMINION AFFAIRS said that, 

as the Minister responsible for the Department which dealt 

with relations with Eire, he would be held responsible by 
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Parliament for the policy pursued in regard to 

Eire* If therefore, action was to be taken 

of which he was to be kept in ignorance, he 

would have to consider his position. 


THE PRIME MINISTER said that everyone 

was free to do that. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.1. 
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DISCUSSIONS THE PRIME MINISTER reported to the War Cabinet the 

WITH TURKEY results of the discussions which the Foreign Secretary had 


had with the Turkish Foreign Minister in Cairo. The 

(Previous Foreign Secretary had first urged the Turks to give us the 

Reference: use of air bases. M. Menemenjoglu had declined, saying 

-W..M*.(43) 149th that if Turkey did this, she would inevitably be brought 

Conclusionss into the v/ar. The question of Turkey1 a entry into the 

Minute 2) war on our side had then b-en discussed.- The Turkish 


Foreign Minister had not completely rejected this.suggestion 
but had said that if Turkey was to come into the war the 
result would be to exhaust her. The conversations had 
lasted two days at the end of which the Turkish Foreign 
Minister had maintained his refusal to grant air bases, but 
had undertaken to report to his Government on the issue 
of entry into the war. A telegram had been received 
reporting that Li, Menemenjoglu had asked for a further 
interview. No report of this interview had, however, 
yet been received. 

The Prime Minister said that he had asked Mr.. Eden 

to impress two points on the Tiirks. . First, that Russia 

had asked Turkey to come into the war and that by agreeing 

to this request they would establish far better relations 

with Russia than they could obtain in any other way,. 

Secondly, that so far from Turkey being asked to exhaust 

herself by corning into the war she would in fact get 

stronger through allied equipment if the war was prolonged.-

In his (the Prime Minister's) view Turkey would bo very 

short-sighted if she did not fall in with this request. 


The Prime Minister then asked Lieut-General Ismay 

to give his views, 


GENERAL ISMAY stated that the Turkish Foreign Minister 

had not taken up a consistent attitude. On the one hand he 

had said that Turkey would not take two bites at a cherry 

and give facilities now,which would only load to her 

coming into the war later on.- And on the other hand he 

had said that Turkey did not want to come into the war for 

fear of exhausting herself. When it had boon pointed 

out that we were not asking Turkey to invade Bulgaria, 

M. Menemenjoglu had said that, if Turkey declared war, 

public opinion in Turkey would expect the Turkish forces 

to play their due part in the fighting. 


Tho Turkish Foreign Minister had given nothing away. 

It was clear that the Turks did not believe that Germany 

was as stretched as we thought she was, and believed that 

Germany had some strength still in reserve. 


9 The War Cabinet took note of these statements. 

Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.1 
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LEAKAGE OF THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION 

INFORMATION. informed the War Cabinet that the Press 


Association had learnt of the Prime Minister's 

departure, and had put forward to the 

Censorship some material on this matter,. He 

thought there had clearly been some leakage of 

information about the Prime Minister's movements 

and that an enquiry should be instituted to 

find out how the Press Association had got 


0oni rrnat their info
 

THE LORD PRIVY SEAL suggested that the 

Powers of Enquiry under the Official Secrets 

Act of 1939 should be used0 It was pointed out, 

however,, that the use of the powers under this 

Act were, in fact, limited by the assurances that 

had been given during the passage of the Act 

through Parliament,, 


THE WAR CABINET -


Invited the Minister of 

Information to see the Chairman 

of the Press Assocation and to 

approach him with a view to 

finding out from him how the 

Press Association had obtained 

this information.-


Offices of the War Cabinet,, S..W.1, 
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DEFENCE THE HOME SECRETARY AND MINISTER OF HOME SECURITY said 

REGULATION that he was considering whether Sir Oswald Mosley should be 

18B. released from detention on medical grounds. The Home 


Secretary said that the responsibility in this matter must 

of course rest with him personally, but in view of the 

political considerations involved he thought it right 

that his colleagues should be aware of the position and 

should have an opportunity of letting him know their views. 


Sir OswaldMos3ey suffered from tbrombo-phlcbitis, and some time 

ago a report had been received from his solicitor that his 

health was getting worse. He had been given all practicable 

facilities for medical treatment while in detention. He 

had perhaps not been very corporative recently; but in any event 

his condition had deteriorated. Recently Lord Dawson of 

Perm had seen him and had said that he was not certain that 

continued detention might not be dangerous to his health. 


The Home Secretary said that he had contemplated 

seeking medical advice independent both of the prison doctors 

and of Sir Oswald Mosley's doctor, but at this stage Lord 

Dawson had proposed a conference of all the medical advisers 

who had recently been in attendance on Sir Oswald Mosley. 

He (the Home Secretary) had agreed to this conference, 

-which had been attended by Lord Dawson of Penn, Dr. Geoffrey 

Evans (Sir Oswald Mosley's own doctor), the Medical 

Commissioner of Prisons, and the two prison doctors who 

had recently attended the case. 


The collective judgment of this conference had been 

that if Sir Oswald Mosley continued to be kept in detention, 

there was a substantial risk that his physical condition 

would suffer further deterioration with permanent damage"to 


The Home Secretary said that, in the circumstances, he 

thought that the right course would be to suspend the 

Detention Order in Sir Oswald Mosley's case subject to 

conditions designed to imposo the strictest practicable 

limitations on any political activities. 


The question then arose whether Lady Mosley, who was 

detained in the same quarters as her husband, should also 

be released.' On humanitarian groiuads there was a strong 

case for letting her out5 since it could be said that her 

husband would need her presence and help owing to his physical 

condition. It was also true that one of the reasons why 

she had been detained had been in order to prevent him from 

maintaining, through her visits to him while he was in 

detention, contacts with some of his previous associates; 

and this consideration would no longer apply once her husband' 

had been released. On the whole,'the Home Secretary was 

disposed to take the view that, although a case could be made 






out for continuing to keep Lady Mosley in detention after 

her husband had been released, the Detention Order in her 

case should be suspended at the same time. 


The Home Secret ary said that, apart from these two 

cases, he had been c arrying out a general review of per
sons still in detent ion under Regulation 18B0 A sub
stantial number had already been released, including some 

of the serious cases , e,g0 Mrs. Nicholson, Sir Barry 

Domvile and Mr. John, Beckett. He had been contemplating 

a further review whi ch would result in the release of most 

of those persons sti 11 in detention with the exception e 0g ,

of persons of hostil o origin and association^ This would o
 

lead to the release5 among others, of Captain Ramsay, M.P, 


The Home Secretary reminded the War Cabinet that the 

test in this matter must be whether the detained persons 

would, if released, be dangerous to our security,, 


The War Cabinet generally agreed with the Homo 

Secretary's conclusion that the Detention Order against Sir 

Oswald Mosley should now be suspended on medical grounds 

subject to the imposition of proper safeguards; and that 

Lady Mosley should also be released subject to similar 

safeguards. 


THE MINISTER OP LABOUR asked that he should be recorded 

as disagreeing from this view on the ground that the release 

of Sir Oswald Mosley would weaken morale and would have an 

unfortunate effect on negotiations and discussions in the 

industrial field. 


THE HOME SECRETARY said that he was not entitled to take 

these considerations into account as decisive factors when 

deciding whether to retain a man in detention. 


On the more genera..:, issues raised by the Home 

Secretary, the view of the War Cabinet was that it would be 

desirable to draw a sharp distinction between the action 

proposed on medical grounds in the case of Sir.Oswald, 

and any further review of persons still in detention. It 

would indeed be preferable that a certain period of time 

should elapse after the release of Sir Oswald and Lady 

Mosley before this further, review took place. 


. Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W.I. 


X" NOTE:The Chancellor of the Exchequer on the 30th November sent for 

me a propos of developments on the Mosley case. He said that 

he had been reading the Confidential Annex to the discussion 

on the 17th November and thought that two sentences were not 

accurately expressed. The first was the sentence in the 

middle of the second page which reads as follows: 


% 0 "The War Cabinet agreed generally with the Home 

Secretary's conclusion " 


He pointed out that this was not strictly consistent with the 

constitutional position which was accurately set out in the 

first paragraph of the minute. 


/over 




This, however, was less important than the ensuing 

paragraph which the Minister of Labour asked "that he 

should be recorded as disagreeing from this view". 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said he blamed himself 

for not having taken the Minister of Labour up when 

he asked that he should be recorded as being in dis
agreernent, seeing that there was no question either 

of the Cabinet recording a formal decision in 

support of the Home Secretary's view, or of a part
icular Minister dissenting therefrom. 


The Chancellor of the . ucchequer said that he 

thought it would be right that a note to this effect 

should be recorded in my copy of the file, but he 

did hot suggest that the minute should, at this 

stage, be recalled. 


I should perhaps add that I was not aware of this 

point when drafting the minute. It is to be noted 

that no formal conclusion was recorded, but as In fact 

the War Cabinet had expressed their general agreement 

with the Home Secretary's proposed action (although 

perhaps somewhat informally),. and as the Minister of 

Labour asked to be recorded as disagreeing therefrom 

and po-one had disputed his action, I felt 

bound to record what hau happened. 
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GREECE The War Cabinet again considered the policy 

to be "pursued in regard to Greece, and had before them 


(Previous the following Papers -

Reference: 

W.M. (43) 155th (a) A Memorandum by the Foreign Secretary 

Ce nclus io ns , ( . '. ?. (43 ) 518 )

iinute 2) 


(b) A Note by the Secretary of State for Poreign 

t Affairs	 (\V.P. (43) 522) covering extracts 


from the minutes of meetings of the Middle 

East Defence Commit tee, together with a 

Memorandum by the Minister of State 

Resident in.the Middle East. 


(c) A further Memorandum by the Secretary of State 

for Poreign Affairs. (W.P.(43) 526). 

This Memorandum referred to telegrams from 

H.M. Ambassador to the Greek Government 

(Nos. 362 and 364 of 17th and 18th November) 

which showed that the situation was 

deteriorating and that further delay in 

reaching a decision on the main issues of 

policy would be dangerous. 


The Poreign Secretary accordingly proposed 

that authority should be given to the 

Commander-in-Chief, Middle East, and to 

Mr. Leeper to work out, in conjunction, the 

action to be taken in the military sphere on 

the lines orooosed in Mr. Leeoer's telegram 

No. 364. 


This plan of action would involve the 

following stages:

(i) The King should be informed that we did not 

intend to renew our support of E.L.A.3. and 

should be persuaded, on this understanding, 

to make a declaration that he would not 

return to Greece until invited to do so by 

a properly constitutional and representative 

Government on Greek soil after the liberation 

of Greece. 


(ii) If the King agreed to this suggestion a 

telegram should be sent to Zervas informing 

him privately of the above and telling him 

to ask the King that his bands should be 

incorporated in the Greek Regular Army. 






(iii) Zervas1 request should at once bo accepted 

and a senior Greek Officer sent to his 

headquarters. 


(iv) Leaflets should "be dropped over E, L. A. 8. 

troops, Informing them of the above and of 

the reason why no farther support could be 

given to them as at present constituted,, 


(v) British Liaison Officers should be instructed 
to accept any genuine requests from ELL, A. 3. 
hands to be incorporated in the Regular 
Greek Army on the same basis as ZervaSc 
THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had reported 


to the Prime Minister the upshot of the discussion in the 

War Cabinet on 16th November, and that the Prime Minister 

had replied to the effect that he would prefer to wait 

until the Foreign Secretary arrived in Cairo before 

approaching the King of Greece. 


THE VICE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF 

said that the Chiefs of Staff had sent a telegram to
the Commanders-in-Chief, Middle Erst, informing them 

that the matter was to come before the Cabinet that 

afternoon, and that unless a telegram had been received 

to the contrary, the Chiefs of Staff proposed to 

recommend a solution on the lines of the proposal put 

forward by Mr. Leeper. 


The following points were made in discussion:
(a) Reference was made to the military aspect of 

this proposal a rid its probable effects on the 

interruption of communications in Greece and the holding 

of German divisions in that- area. In this connection 

the VICE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF read' 

extracts from a recent appreciation as to the future 

military value of E.A.M. - E.L.A.S., which, now that they 

have shown their true colours, was believed to be 

small, although they would probably continue to support 

us passively on their own terms. 


(b) Was there any need to inform the Russian 

Government before we took action which might result in 

the Germans being able to withdraw some forces from 

Greece? THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

said that at the Moscow Conference he had mentioned 

this matter to M. Molotov, ho showed no interest and 

said that he regarded the matter as our affair. 


(c) THE MINISTER OF ECONOMIC WARFARE referred to 

paragraph 5 of Telegram No. 364 from Mr, Leeper, in which 

the Ambassador said that he only proposed that the King 

of Greece should be asked to make a declaration that 

he would not return to Greece until notified to do so 

by a properly constitutional and representative Government 

on Greek"soil after liberation, thus avoiding the word 

"plebiscite". The Minister suggested that the 

avoidance of this word might result in robbing the 

Declaratbn of much of its value, since plebiscites 

formed a regular feature of Greek political life, 

THE FOREIGN SECRETARY agreed that this point should be 

taken into consideration. 






(a) THE MINISTER OP ECONOMIC WARFARE also asked 

that full warning of any intended break with the 

leaders of E.A.M.-E.L.A.S. should be given to the 

British Liaison Officers. 


,rfl (e) . THE FIRST LORE OF THE ADMIRALTY said that, 

while agreeing with the course proposed, the Admiralty 

would like a chance of seeing any leaflet which was 

prepared. There were already 50 naval units manned 

by Greeks and their part in the naval war effort was 

of considerable importance. This was agreed to.. 


The bar Cabinet 
(l) Gave general approval to the course 


of action now proposed by the Foreign 

Secretary, i. e. on the lines 

indicated in Mr. Leeper's Telegram 

No. 364. 


(2) Agreed that the Prime Minister and the 

Foreign Secretary should be 

authorised to deal with the matter 

broadly on these lines, in 

' consultation with the Military 

Authorities in the Middle East. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, 

S. 1. 
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MEETING OP THE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN PRIME MINISTER, AFFAIRS read to the War Cabinet a personal telegram PRESIDENT from H. M. Ambassador at Cairo to the Foreign Office ROOSEVELT AND (FROZEN 167A) containing the text of a Press GENERALISSIMO communiqae., which it was proposed to issue at Cairo, CHIANG KAI- dealing with the war against Japan,, The text SHEK of the communique was as follows i 

"President Roosevelt, Generalissimo Chiang 

Proposed Kai-shek and Prime Minister Churchill, together with 

Communi que their respective military and diplomatic advisers, 


have completed a conference in North Africa. Following 

general statement was issued: "The several military 

missions have agreed upon future military operations 

against Japan, The three great Allies expressed 

their resolve to bring unrelenting pressure against 

their brutal enemies by seaP land and air. This 

pressure is already rising. 


"The three great Allies are fighting this war 

to restrain and punish aggression of Japan. They 

covet no gain for themselves and have no thought of 

territorial expansion, It is their purpose that 

Japan shall be stripped of all the islands in the 

Pacific which she has seized or occupied since the 

beginning of the first world war in 1914, and that 

all territories Japan has stolen from the"Chinese such 

as Manchuria, Formosa and Pescadores shall be 

restored to the Republic of Chinau Japan will also 

be expelled from all other territories which she has 

taken"by violence and greed Aforesaid three great 

powers, mindful of enslavement of the people of 

Korea, are determined that in due course Korea shall 

be come fre e and i nd epe nde nt
0 


"With these objects in view the three Allies 

in harmony with those United Nations at war with 

Japan will continue the (group unde cypher able ? many) 

serious and prolonged operations necessary for 

procurement of unconditional surrender of Japan"." 


The War Cabinet were informed that the 

Foreign Office felt anxiety om the following points 

(a) The Russians might have views on the 

disposal of Manchuria,, 


(b) While the announcement .spoke of removing 

from Japan all the Islands and other territories she 

had acquired since 1914, nothing was said of restoring 
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them to their former owners, except as regards 

China. Coul.d it he assumed that there would he 

no objection to guidance being given to the Press, 

to the effect that the announcement was not 

intended to imply any doubt about the restoration 

to their former allegiance of British, Dominion and 

Dutch territories,, 


(c) The view was expressed that an announcement 

of this nature about the Pacific should be shown to 

the Australian and N e w Zealand Governments before 

publication; and it was suggested that the 

Dominions Office should b e authorised to inform the 

Dominion Prime Ministers forthwith of the draft 

a nnounc e me nt0 


The War Cabinet asked the Deputy Prime 

Minister to send a telegram on these lines to 

the Prime Minister (See GRAND No. 1025) 8 


Offices of the War Cabinet, S.W 0 1 . 






ItaforssKJe. 

(43 ) 106th Conclusions,, 


Kireita 4 ) , 

Ŝ 8tmX'fT said that a mir&stf ci1 ipog-uastg had he en raads 
that 04 y Oswald, sal. Lady Hosloy should once utore bo 
put in AateafeiOsu Is essutr^d that the Way Cabinet 
agreed, thai- thai?£t could he is cgieatioa of this being 
done, Incidentally i f ho were to act on these lines 
his action in again' detaining Sir Oswald and Lady ties ley 
would ha open to shallengo by the courts, 

\tn& Itar Cabinet endorsed this view.
!
h " ' % M m m BVCSlSR/fflY referred! to a tologram from 

tha ££Cm Miniates (JFRCSSH 14.5) which suggastecl that; 
in the dvshato on tho "&&d5?ee*s, the Government Opoheeiaan 
might advance the view that vo were) arcUouu to dispense 
with our "tofiftiera under Sac&lation 1GB. The home 

. ilfiO^eta^ said that9 la his vlsw8 it ^aa e^eat la l to 
retain thsfra gowes1:?. at least until the war in tfurcpo

1
m&, 0V6£* - ; ,

v'. ' 'Jhe Ko&es- Sftcsrotspy said that certain articles 
had appealed. In the Pr-2S8e stating that the action 
which hf had taiasa in this matter had been taken against tfco advioe of one Eeotoor of the "h? Cabinet. 
Hfi? v$t&VP$&. to this matter with ooraa reluctance:; but 
he 8s'$tg&64t-ifeo U'a* Cabinet s?oiild take the line thy.t to, 

. imiut reinstate) "fee dmia on this point. 
-'* .'Sho eus? Cabinet endorsed this view end pointed 

 in Cabinet could 
: 

sat th&t* is. any event, proceedings
mt he g^vealed ?saf̂  with the consent of Ills Majesty 

. tiw Kiagv ; : ... ; 

" f i i  s maxasHRi OF LABOUR AND HATIOMAL sstvx6B 
stated that ho r^rtrstted that ho did not eoo bio way 
to mipoort the action taken by tho homo Secretary0 

Ee regarded the Mosleyn as among the worst enemies of 
this country, ho would not feel able to vote in 
support of tho action which the Homo Secretary hoc! 
fca&eiij ahd as ha would not have recourse to the 
subterfuge of nhataihing free, voting it the aattor 

'oara$ to a diviaicnj ho f e l t that his only course might 
\'.%& h$ ffmtg&t&m the c&vernias ht; 





- - OT $tfAB3SLTi)?l OF m a &&U35Qff;6$ sal a that . 
ho felt anr o iron.fCly. a a-the Hints tea? or Labour in 
regard, to tho iloalesya 5 hut he did not tfclnlt that the 
suspension ot - the Detention Order had resulted in 
Sir Oswald Mosley escaping i'rera the kind of control to 
which, he ouisht to be subjected. Sterther, he reminded 
this Vs?r OsbiMt that action taken In title mat tor vmq 
tho pe^sssal rtfrp^iislbiXity of a particular Minister 
the' House-^eer^inr-y. The Hone Secretary'o colleagues 
in the' VY&r ft&i&t aid not ebare hifi respoaoibilitiea 
in this. Kkitea? la the esssae &eB8.e as in other vast v-era 
which wore thai subject of War Cabinet deeioioua. In 
a rautter %f tn*o- *"in& the har Cabinet were entitled 
to loaru jftHKa !;,ho Hm,& Secretary the action phloh ho 
proposed to ta&o? and to put to him ouch cranhlibations 
go pcem-rod' to $ h m , 'lhe decihlonj ha?ever? waa the 
hhuio' Secretftajy^o personal decision; end ell that the 
War' ChMaat could thon oo ?;ao to inafco up their taiuda 
whether the Ilouo. Secrete py had exercised his discretion 
prope3?ly* 

B - fhs '^hanoollor of the feohequer added that 
. the deeioi&no taken by the Ĥ me Secretary * in roatlers 

ed? thia J::tnd,;wcre very similar to the decisions taken 
by too Attorney^eneml no to whether to proceed with 
or abandon-it pr-oaeoufclon in a parti oular ease,, On 
mieh cacaaleas hie Ministerial"cbldieajjues had to forbear 
frova bringing paensuro to bear on the Att-or ney-*'enoral 
in favour. of* or ogninotj, a particular course of 
action^ . jJ.11% When the decisions had been taken, the 
Ocjvorr-ncnt-r;?i;ht have to consider whether they ootiLd 
support 9. Lsw Cblficei? who had exercised- his discretion. 

' Jn a particular pay8. - 

*̂sfelBMAtt5f, the chancellor of the Vtachesjier 
said that, aa tets understood the medical evidences he 
thought that the Homa Secretary'had taken the only 
coarse which.'hs or any other Hiniater in Mo position 
ooulfi h'sTe*takssrifl '. The Chancellor concluded by saying 
that if 5 Then ho had been JScrao /secretary., he had 
allowed his duSr^ent to he ever-ridden by the Cabinet 
in decLlauA' what people should ha detained under 
$emulation £SB, then Mo action would have been l iable 
to have besn over-ridCen by the Courts, 

-%m BIPTJTY PKLMB HX1TI3T.SH and other Ministers 
spoke I n tho qbvab sense, in support of the vlews put 
forward ly the Uhuncel lor of the Stehequer. . 





' la tha cgiiysa of dLeettsQipjj in Oabihqt oa tho 

otroagly es?3.MoaI or/ ri*s sbtioa said that 

ii* $&8s*$ \ms a: divioio%: no would fee tm&teie to vote, with 

%lm awsrajss^fe- ns:l saî ftt hmo to resign, 2t v?aa pointed 

cut id M a tJisitho decision was the Kono tfeeyetary8a 

cad ttet the iĵ iSiJtiikd at -%m\w was cot that. of taking 

rag^MilKl.!!it?!' tfup. tH0 .^Doifi:U3arwhich posted with i&o 

nosab Bee^etar^ trali of. eesi* itteace in a L'iui0terial . 

2* * - / Wa 3&&&.ixcjsje& to avoid a vote in th& Kouoo,. but 

t^, . .J )^e. . tcjnpt̂ ot? .not? to fcs&s place OJV aa esaeatfmissxfc, 

X; ei&sulci; cvepu -you' o f f £ o s a l t e A l l t l o s o£ the Mtu^tlo2i9 

-Pu t̂uSPss d/S &B th&t a onp&ep Labour a,?o9 will 

-vots ids8 the fttzMmOmsftft; i f t&ers is sot a groatep 

nisibes?; £J& &QW%mm&3& Lobb^ the position of Morrison 

a i d i sp^ l f w l U '  ̂  very difficult s 
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CONFIDENCES - THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said that 
AT CAIRO 	 It was unfortunate from our point of view that the Confer-
AND TEHERAN, 	 ence in Cairo opened with a discussion of the Japanese war 

on account of the presence of Chiang Kai-shek. In the 
Military 	 course of the discussion the operations to take place in 


Aspects. 	 Burma were agreed upon, but the President entered into a 

commitment to the Generalissimo that these would be 

accompanied by an amphibious operation in the Indian Ocean. 

This amphibious operation was one which could only be 

carried out at the expense of vital operations in tho 

Mediterranean and had not been endorsed by the Prime 

Minister,: The Generalissimo left Cairo after three or 

four days well satisfied with what he had hoard, whereas 

the Americans and ourselves had to go to Teheran without 

having had.an opportunity of reaching a decision upon.our 

combined plans for Europe in 1944. 


The Conference at Teheran had opened with a request 

from Marshal Stalin that our plans should bo unfolded. 

The President had then given him an exposition of the Far 

Eastern situation, after which Stalin had given a most 

interesting account of the situation on the Russian Front 

where he intended to maintain.the pressure throughout the 

winter, after which a heavy offensive would be launched 

in the spring, Tho Anglo-American plans not having been 

agreed, we wore placed in the unfortunate position of 

having to discuss matters with the Americans in front of 

the Russians, and of having to express our dissent from 

an American proposal that OVERLORD, ANVIL and BUCCANEER 

should all be carried out in the spring of 1944* The 

Prime Minister displayed groat patience in these awkward 

circumstances, and before the discussions terminated a 

reasonable solution had been secured. The details had 

been left to be thrashed out on return to Cairo. Through
out these difficult discussions the attitude of Marshal 

Stalin had been most co-operative and friendly, and there 

had been no retrogression from the position reached in the 

negotiations in Moscow, Every evening there had been an 

opportunity for intimate discussion on all kinds of 

political and military topics, and tho Prime Minister and 

Marshal Stalin had established excellent relations. 


On return to Cairo it remained to work out the plans 

in more detail. By much patient persuasion, the Prime 

Minister managed to bring home to the President the fact 

that it was not possible to carry out, simultaneously, 

OVERLORD, ANVIL and BUCCANEER. In the end the President, 

influenced largely by Marshal Stalin's statement of the 


O Russian attitude towards Japan after Germany's defeat, 

agreed to telegraph to the Generalissimo telling him that 

after all BUCCANEER must be postponed. The great obstacle 

to agreement having thus been removed, the Military 

Conference had ended with complete agreement and general 

satisfaction. 
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CONFERENCES THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR POREIGN APPAIRS said that 

AT CAIRO it was unfortunate, from our point of view that the Confer-

AND TEHERAN. ence in Cairo opened with a discussion of the Japanese war 


on account of the presence of Chiang Kai-shek. In the 

Military course of the discussion the operations to take place in 

Aspects. Burma were agreed upon, but the President entered into a 


commitment to the Generalissimo that theso would be 

accompanied by an amphibious operation in the Indian Ocean. 

This amphibious operation was one which could only be 

carried out at the expense of vital operations in the 

Mediterranean and had not boon endorsed by the Primo 

Minister,, Tho Generalissimo left Cairo after throe or 

four days well satisfied with what he had hoard, whereas 

the Americans and ourselves had to go to Teheran without 

having had.an opportunity of reaching a decision upon.our 

combined plans for Europe in 1944. 


Tho Conference at Teheran had opened with a request 

from Marshal Stalin that our plans should bo unfolded. 

The President had then given him an exposition of the Par 

Eastern situation, after which Stalin had givon a most 

interesting account of the situation on the Russian Front 

.where he intended to maintain the pressure throughout the 

winter, after which a heavy offensive would be launched 

in the spring, Tho Anglo-American plans not having boon 

agreed, we were placed in the unfortunate position of 

having to discuss matters with the Americans in front of 

the Russians, and of having to express our dissent from 

an American proposal that OVERLORD, ANVIL and BUCCANEER 

should all be carried out in the spring of. 1944, The 

Prime Minister displayed great patience in theso awkward 

circumstances, and before the discussions terminated a 

reasonable solution had been secured. Tho details had 

been left to be thrashed out on return to Cairo. Through
out these difficult discussions tho attitude of Marshal 

Stalin had been most co-operative and friendly, and there 

had been no retrogression from tho position reached in the 

negotiations in Moscow. Every evening there had boon an 

opportunity for intimate discussion on all kinds of 

political and military topics, and tho Prime Minister and 

Marshal Stalin had established excellent relations. 


On return to Cairo it remained to work out the plans 

in more detail. By much patient persuasion, the Primo 

Minister managed to bring homo to the President the fact 

that it was not possible to carry out, simultaneously, 

OVERLORD, ANVIL and BUCCANEER. In the end the President, 

influenced largely by Marshal Stalin's statement of the 

Russian attitude towards Japan after Germany's defeat, 

agreed to telegraph to the Generalissimo telling him that 

after all BUCCANEER must be postponed. The great obstacle 

to agreement having thus been removed, the Military 

Conference had ended with complete agreement and general 

satisfaction. 
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Cairo 

Conference 


Proposed 

Communique 


$H^eyious 
Reference: 
W.M.(43) 163rd 
Conclusions, 
Minute 2 ) , 

Russian 

Attitude 

to Franco 


Poland, 

Previous 


?£ra?£56th 

inclusions, 
whnute 2)

Yugoslavia 

(Previous 

Reference: 

W,M. (43) 114th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 3 ) , 


THE SECRETARY OP STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS gave 

an account of the chief political matters dealt with 

at" the Conferences. 


At the conclusion of the Cairo Conference the 

Americans had prepared a draft which they had shown to 

Chiang Kai-shek before they had shown it to us. This 

draft communique had made it clear that the Chinese 

would recover all their territory when Japan had boon 

defeated, but left entirely uncertain the position of 

the British an 1 Dutch possessions in the Far East. 

This, of course, was quite unacceptable to usj but 

the Chinese, having seen the draft, had been very 

unwilling to agree to have it modified in any way. 

Finally, however, tho Prime Minister had produced a 

draft which we could .iust accept, and which had 

been agreed upon and issuede 


The Foreign Secretary said he thought, that 

President Roosevelt had at the back of his mind the 

idea that Indo-China should not be handed back to 

Franco, but should be put under some kind of 

international control. 


The Foreign Secretary said that the Prime 

Minister had on several occasions said that we aslcod 

for no increase of territor-y for ourselves at the 

end of the war, but likewise wo were not going to 

give any up. 


At the Teheran Conference one point of great 

interest had emerged, namely, that Field Mars hal Stalin 

had been extremely critical of the French, He had 

been very unfavourably impressed by M. Berger et who 

had been French Ambassador at Moscow earlier on in the 

war, He said that the French had not really tried 

hard in this war, and he obviously regarded t he state 

of France as rotten. He and President Rooso volt had 

been rather of the same- mind in thinking that France 

should not have all her possessions restored to her, 

Thus President Roosevelt seemed to have in his mind the 

idea that the United States might take over D akar, and 

that it would be a good thing if wo took over Bizorta. 


THE SECRETARY.OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS then 

gave an account of the discussions about the boundaries 

of Poland. 


The Fopeign Secretary said that Field Marshal 

Stalin had stated that the Russians wished to send a 

Mission to Tito; and had even suggested that it might 

be desirable to send one to General Mihailovich. They 

were anxious to find out the true position, but made 

it clear that they wished to work with us in this 

matter. Apparently the Russians had not so far had 

an accredited representative with Tito; there had, 

however, been wireless communication, and there had 

been some escaped Russian prisoners with Tito's forces. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he proposed in 

the House of Commons on the following day to stay that 

the Government must be allowed to handle Balkan questions 

with our Allies, as they thought right; and that an 

impossible situation would arise if full play was 

allowed to personal preferences and sympathies for 

particular leaders or Balkan parties. 






Turkey 


(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M. (43)l51st 
Conclusions, 
Minute 3 ) . 


Gree c e 

(Previous 

Reference: 

W.ivi.(43) 160th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 2). 


Lebanon 

(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M.(43) 160th 

Conclusions, 

Minute 4)* 


The Poreign Secretary said that M. Numan had 

made the worst possible impression on him. He had 

not thought that Turkey meant business, until the 

last meeting, when President Inonu had taken more part 

in the discussion, and matters had looked more 

promising. Later telegrams, received sinco the Confer
once had, however, again created a rather unfavourable 

impression. The arrangement which had been arrived 

at, which was entirely due to the Prime Minister's 

patience and persistence, had one strong advantage,' 

namely, that by a given date (15th February) the 

Turks must definitely declare themselves. On that 

date they would have to decide that they were willing 

to come into the war on our side, failing which we 

should cease to send them any further supplies. 

Meanwhile a start had been made by sending technicians 

into Turkey in mufti. 


The Foreign Secretary proposed that Sir Alexander 

Cadogan should meet the Chiefs of Staff on the 

following day and should examine various telegrams 

which had been received about the Turkish situation 

and prepare draft replies. 


This was agreod to. 

The Poreign Secretary said that the plan of action 


in regard to Greece which had been approved by tine 

War Cabinet, had been submitted to the Prime Minister, 

who had agreed to it. 


The Poreign Secretary said that ho had then had an 

interview with the King of Greece, who had not reacted 

too unfavourably to the suggestion that he should make a 

declaration on the lines proposed, namely, that he 

would not return to Greece until invited to do so by a 

properly constituted and representative Government 

on Greek soil after the liberation of Greece. 


PrcBidont Roosevelt had then seen tho King of 

Greece and advised him not to agree to this proposal;: 

Later, however, tho King had agreed to write a letter to 
his Prime Minister stating that at tho moment of liber
ation ho would reconsider the date of his return to 
Greece in tho light of the conditions then prevailing) 
and that hi:; decision would bo taken in agreement with 
his Governments This letter, of course, foil far short 
of the declaration.which wp^had contemplated, and tho.
Foreign Secretary feared this, woula^have 5 ycry injurious 
erf oelf on the ^ T e r a l plan which t h e Cabinet had approved 
for dealing with tho Greek situation^ 

, The^Secretary of Stato for Foreign.Affairs,said 
that some discussion had taKcn place about the situation 

in tho Lebanon, and it had boon agreed that wo should 

now bring pressure to ̂ ear on the Lebanese to be more 

accommodating. This, however, would not be too easy, 

as the Lebanese were in a very cock-a-hoop frame of 

mind. 


I imp0 r t P r o gr amme Some reference was made to the import programme. 
(Previous 
Reference: THE MINISTER OF WAR TRANSPORT said that, before 

W,M,(43)120th he left for the Conference, he had been proceeding 

Conclusions, on the basis of an import programme in 1944 of 


lute 5) * 26 million tons. While at Cairo he had received a 

telegram to say that Departments concerned thought that 






our requirements would amount to million tons. 

He had felt sure that it was impossible to carry 

on negotiations with the U.S. authorities on the 

basis of so high a figure. It had been left that 

the 1944 programmes would go through on the basis 

of a U.K. import programme in 1944 of 26 million 

tons, but that he would see whether he could not 

effect a reduction to 25 million tons. His own 

view was that we should not have any particular 

difficulty in managing on the basis of the latter 

figure. 


Offices of the War Cabinet, 

S.W.1,, 
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MATTERS 1. The War Cabinet had before them telegram FROZEN 479 

ARISING- from the Prime Minister setting out the proposed arrangements 

OUT OP THE for the remodelling of commands, which the Prime Minister 

COHERENCES had in view and which he intended to suggest to the President 

AT CAIRO AND in the near future. The arrangements proposed were as 

TEHERAN, follows: 


Arrangements OVERLORD 

for Command: 

Overlord and (l) General Eisenhower to be Supreme Commander. 

the 

Mediterranean, (2) Air Marshal Tedder to be Deputy Supreme Commander 


to General Eisenhower.. 


(3) General Alexander or General Montgomery to be 

Commander of the allied Armies. 


(4) Admiral Ramsey to be Allied Naval Commander-in-
Chief, ana 

(5) Air Marshal Leigh Mallory to be .Commander-in-Chief 
of the All lea Expeditionary ĵ ir Force. 


MEDITERRANEAN 


(l) General Maitland Wilson to be Supreme Commander 

vice General Eisenhower. The following would 

serve under him; 

(2) U,S.Canmrdtag General ^lgiors, possible General Devors, 

(3) Coramander-in-Chief of the armies in Italy, 

General Montgomery or General Alexander. 

(4) A General charged with the preparation of 

- operation ANVIL, possibly General Clark. 


(5)	 A Major-General in charge of Yugoslav assistance 
measures, 

(6) A Commander-in-Chief, Mideast for operational 

purposes within the Mediterranean theatre, 

and in charge of Turkish operations. For 

this General Paget was proposed. 


t c 





O 90 h) 

(7) The telegram also stated that the Prime Minister 

thought that it would be necessary to give the 

Americans one of the Service commands (in the 

Mediterranean), and that this would evidently 

be the air in which alone they were- the stronger. 

They would nominate either Brereton or possibly 

Saker. Sholto Douglas would be his deputy and 

also Commander-in-Chief of all the Royal Air 

Porce in the Mediterranean theatre. Park could 

go to Cairo for the Turkish business. The Prime 

Minister also hoped that General Bedell Smith 

would continue Chief of Staff to the Supreme 

Commander, Mediterranean theatre, to tide over . 

the changes. The Office of Deputy Supreme 

Commander now held by Alexander would either 

lapse or be absorbed in that of the Chief of the 

Staff. It would have to be held by an American. 


The !far Cabinet had considerable discussion on these 

proposals. The main point touched on was whether General 

Alexander or General Montgomery should command the OVERLORD 

Expeditionary Army. The general opinion of Mindsters was 

in favour of General Montgomery, both on merits and from 

the point of view of its reception by public opinion. Some 

Ministers, however, favoured General Alexander having 

regard, not merely to his achievements, but also to the 

capacity which he has shown to work smoothly with the 

Americans. 


Some uneasiness was also expressed at the proposal 

that the Chief of Staff in both theatres should be an 

American. The view was generally expressed that, if 

possible, an effort should be made to secure that a British 

officer held one of these appointments, probably the post 

of Chief of Staff to General Wilson, although this would 

very likely mean retaining the post of Deputy Supreme 

Comma nder. 


The War Cabinet's decision was that a telegram 

should be sent expressing general agreement with the Prime 

Minister's proposals, but drawing attention to the views 

expressed on the question whether General Montgomery 

rather than General Alexander would be the better choice for 

command of the OVERLORD Expeditionary Porce, and also 

expressing the hope that the Chief of Staff in both 

theatres would not be Americano 


The War Cabinet also agreed that having regard to 

the Prime Minister1 s illness their comments should be 

sent, in the first instance to the Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff. 


/Note: See GRAND Nos. 600* and 609*17 

of the War Cabinet, S.W.I. 






GRAND NO. 609 15th December, 1943. 


For Martin 


Please hand following to G.I.G.S. on return. From 

Secretary of State for War. 


1. War Cabinet tonight discussed proposals in FROZEN 479. 

In the circumstances now prevailing they asked me to send 

you their reactions to them. 


2. The War Cabinet are in general agreement with these 

proposals but would like you to know their views on the 

following points. 


3. The decision must, of course, be taken on military 

grounds. But it was the view of the War Cabinet that public 

opinion here will be surprised and rather uneasy at the 

substitution of, Eisenhower1 for Marshall,, From this point 

of view they are disposed to think that Montgomery would 

be a better choice than Alexander for OVERLORD. Some 

Ministers, including myself, also prefer Montgomery to 

Alexander on ouv nhidgment of their military merits for this 

.job. 


4. They assume that Bedell Smith will come as Eisenhower' 

Chief of Staff after six or eight weeks, and that thereafter 

the Chiefs of Staff in both theatres will be American,, It 

is not clear vrtiether this qtzestion is still open. If it is, 

the War Cabinet would like to see the balance redressed. 

One way of doing thus would be by leaving a Depiity Supreme 

Commander in the Mediterranean who could be American. The 

Chief of Staff would then be British, 


5, War Cabinet do not propose to send these comments to 

the Prime Minister for the present at any rate. They are 

content to leave these matters in your hands, if you find 

that decision has to be taken before you return to this 

country. 


TOO 152332Z 


Circulation 


Deputy Prime Minister 

Foreign Secretary 

First Sea Lord 

C . 1. G . S. 
Mr. Rowan 






MOST SECRET CYPHER TELEGRAM 

s m e s s a  m u s tWARNING T h I  £ e  be thoroughly paraphrased if its text is to be published 

or communicated outside British or American Services or Departments. If 
re-transmitted unparaphrased other than through the Cabinet Office, the originator must mark 
the message." to be sent in One-Time Pad." 

GRAND 608. , 
-	 TOO- 1523302c 


TOD. 1523452. 


IMMEDIATE. 


From:. Air Ministry. . 


To: Mediterranean Air Command Post, 

- La Marsa. 


GRAND No. 608. 15th December 1943. 


Personal and Secret. From Deputy Prime Minister 

to Martin. 


FROZEN 479. 


This matter was discussed to-night by the War 

Cabinet. They are in general agreement with your 

proposals, but comments on certain points are being 

sent to C.I.G.S. 


T.0.0. 152330Z. 


Circulation. 


Deputy Prime Minister. 

Foreign Secretary. 

First Lord, Admiralty. 

Secretary of State for War. 

Secretary of State for Air. 

First Sea Lord. 

C.I.G.S. 

C, A. S'. 

Mr. Rowan. 

Brig. Jacob. 






MOST SECRET CYPHER TELEGRAM . 
WARNING ^ e  be thoroughly paraphrased If its text is to be published m e s s a  m u s f c

— — - —  -  communicated outside British or American Services or Departments. If o r

re-transmitted unparaphrased other than through the Cabinet Office, the originator must mark 
the message " to be sent in One-Time Pad." 

f FROZEN 479. 

/ TOO 141845Z 


MQSjf IMMEDIATE. TOR 142145Z 


ROM: - AIR COMMAND POST 


TO:- AIR MINISTRY 


FROZEN 479 14th December 1943. 


prime Minister.to Deputy Prime Minister 

repeated to Foreign secretary. 


Personal and secret. 


At the last minute the president has 

decided to nominate General Eisenhower rather 

than General Marshall to the gupreme qommand of 

"OVERLORD". I had previously told him this 

would be an acceptable alternative to us. 

Marshall, it' appears, cannot leave the united 

States for political reasons as he is a pillar of 

the Administration. 


2. Naturally I have given much thought to 

the extensive remodelling of the commands which 

must follow and have discussed the matter with the 

OIGS. I should be glad if you would mention 

the following arrangements to the Cabinet, as I 

must also suggest to the president with the least 

possible delay, 


3. I have always thought that Alexander 

would succeed Eisenhower, but am convined by the 

arguments of the OIGS. Eisenhower and others that 

it would be impossible for hirn or Montgomery to 

act as supreme Commander and at the same time 

fight the battles which will take place in Italy 

after the conquest of Rome. Alexander by himself 

saw this. i therefore propose General Maitland 

Wilson as Supreme Commander vice Eisenhower, having 

satisfied myself that this is supported by the best 

opinion and will be agreeable to the president and 

win the approval of General Marshall. 


/Para 4, Under him 






/General Marshall, 


4.	 - Under him will be 


a) General commanding Algiers, possible 

/' Devers. 


/ 


(b)	 commander-in-Chief of the armies in 

Italy, Alexander or Montgomery, 


\ (o) General charged with the preparation 

I of operation ANVIL possibly Clark. 


\ (d) Major General in charge of the Yugoslav 

assistance measures, Tito, Greeks etc, 

and 


(e)	 Commander-in-chief Mideast for operational 

purposes within the Mediterranean theatre9
also in charge of the Turkish operations

Paget. s 


5. ^Jgt will be necessary to give the Americans 

one of the service commands, and this should evidently 

be the air in which alone they are the stronger. 

They will nominate either Brereton or possibly saker, , 

both good men. sholto Douglas will be his deputy and 

also commander-in-Chief of all the Royal Air Force in 

the Mediterranean theatre. Park from Malta, formerly 

of no.11 Group, -could .go to Cairo for the Turkish 

business^? 


6,. Political assistance will be provided for 

"the supreme commander . 


(a)	 By Messrs. Macmillan and Murphy who work 

hand in hand. 


(b)	 From the French angle by Duff cooper and ' 


(c)	 From the Middle Eastern area by the Ministei 

of state or his successor. 


7,. Hope that General Bedell-smith will continue 

Chief of the staff at any rate for the first 2 months or 

more so as to tide over the changes. The office of 

Deputy supreme commander now held by Alexander will 

either lapse or be absorbed in that of chief of the staf: 

It must be held by an American, 


/8. You will,. 






/American . 


"8. You will understand that I have given most 

careful consideration to the appointment of sir Henry 

Maitland v/ilson, having regard to his age, and I am 

satisfied that for the great co-ordinating task which 

will be entrusted to him, he has all the qualifications 

and the necessary vigour. This is also the opinion of 

the C.I.G.S.
9, Turning to the OVERLORD theatre,. I propose 

that Tedder shall be Eisenhower's Deputy Supreme 

Commander on account of the great part the air will 

play inthis operation, and this is most agreeable to 

Eisenhower, Either Alexander or Montgomery will 

command the Expeditionary Army, Ramsey is already 

assigned to the Fleet, for which he has unique 
experience, and Leigh Mallory to the air, 

Eisenhower-would prefer to have Alexander, and is 

willing to have only one group of Armie!s command in 

the early months if that can be arranged, I have 

not made up my mind whether it will be Alexander 

or Montgomery, but the C.I.G.S. is staying with 

Alexander now, and when he rojoins me in a few days 

I shall be able to take a decision. 


10, These appointments must be settled in the 

next fortnight, and no doubt the Americans will have 

their own counter suggestions about their own people, 

I think however that what I have put down here is 

probably pretty well what they will ask, 


11, I shall be glad to hear from you that, in 

principal, my colleagues concur in these proposals on 

which I have spent much time and thought and which it 

would have been impossible to shape except upon the 

spot. I will then telegraph togthe President, who 

should be back about the 16th. til very much regret 

that on account of my illness and fever, which 

continue, I have not been able to visit the Italian ^ 

front, I still hope to do so after I have recovered 


T.0,0. 141855Z. 


CIRCULATION.-


Deputy prime Minister., 

Foreign secretary. 

First sea Lord. 

C, I. G* S, 

C.A.S.. 
Mr, Rowan, 
Brig, Jacob... 
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Confident ial Annex 


(20th Decembers. 19h3 - 5*30 p,m0 ) 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS informed the War Cabinet' that a telegram 

had been received from, our Minister in Sweden 

stat ing that a Swedish personality had made the 

followIhg reportt to our Naval Attache. The person
in qnestion bad been approached by a Swedish pro-
Nazi busine s man (-Mr,, ''X:') who said that he had 


M m

had JLlt: at. he German Foreign Office with 

Von Rt gracht and Grundler, who had expressed 

the general desire to contact British officials 

in S cckholiru This had led to a meeting between 


l!X" and Himmler., According to Mr. "X",

Hloimler had said that he had had consultations with 

Goering and with Generals Milch and Rommel 

and had been authorised by Hitler to seek personal 

contact clandestine^^-hetween representatives of 

Germany and Britain., Himrnler had proposed that 

Germany should nominate two representatives to 

confer with two British representatives in order 

to clarify what was meant by the term "unconditional 

surrender'',, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATS FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS,

who read to the War Cabinet the text of the telegTftw 

in question., said that this move might be 

connected with the German threat of forthcoming

employment of their secret weapon,, In any

case, he thought that it was intended to make 

trouble for us0 He thought that the right course 

was that we should inform the United States and 

Soviet Governments of this approach and should 

ask whether they agreed that our- reply should 

be to the effect ',hat we had nothing to say to 

Hitler, Hunmler and those associated with him,

except that our terms were unconditional 

surrender,. 


The War Cabinet agreed that the Foreign 

Secretary should deal with the matter on the 

lines proposed., 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN 

AFFAIRS said that he had had two interviews with 

the representatives of the Polish Government, at 

which he had discussed the future frontiers of 

Poland, on the lines which he had indicated at the 

meeting of the War Cabinet on the 13th December,,

Their reaction had not been vez'y favourable 

The Polish representatives had taken the view that 

they could not give up Vilna or Lwow, although 

they also maae it clear that they were looking
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Yugoslavia 


*(Previous 

Reference: 

W.M.(I0)l69tIi 

Conclusions, 

Minute 2) 


for compensation in the West, They had said 

that a settlement on the lines proposed would not 

result in a satisfactory permanent relationship 

between Russia and Poland. 


". THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had 

informed the Polish representatives that the 

personal view of both the Prime Minister and 

himself was that they would be wise to make a 

settlement on the lines suggested, if they could 

get it. The guestion arose whether, at his 

next interview, the Foreign Secretary should say 

that this view was held by the War Cabinet? 


-MR, BRUCE said that the Australian Government 

took this view most strongly and he strongly urged P 

that it should be endorsed. 


THE WAR CABINET authorised the Foreign 

Secretary, to make it clear to the representatives 

of the Polish Government that the view which he 

had expressed had their approval. 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

.said that he had that morning received from the 

Russian Ambassador a corranunication from 

M. Molotov about policy towards Yugoslavia^ 

This communication stated that the Soviet 

Government shared our view that an effort should 

be made to find a basis for collaboration between 

Marshal Tito and the National Committee of 

Liberation of Yugoslavia on the one hand, and 

King Peter and his Government on the other 

hand. The Soviet Government, hov/ever, 

appreciated the extreme difficulty of this task* 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that it seemed 

clear that, in present circumstances, there was 

not much to be gained out of working with 

General Mihailovic. On the other hand, it was 

difficult for us to say to the King of 

Yugoslavia that he should at once transfer 

support from General Mihailovie' to Tito 

and the partisans* 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY had come to the 

conclusion that the best course would be that we 

should suggest to the King of Yugoslavia that he 

should agree to our making an approach to Tito. 

If this approach was well received, the King 

should then go himself to Tito's headquarters'and 

should fight for his people. Under this plan,we 

should leave the rest of the position to work 

itself out and should not worry very much for 

the present about the position of General Mihailovic 

or the present Yugoslav Government. 


The War Cabinet expressed general approval of 

this course of action, and authorised the Foreign 

Secretary to proceed on these lines
e 


Offices of the "War Cabinet, S.W.I. 
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Confidential Annex 


(22nd December 1943 - 12.15 p.ra.) 


COHERENCES THE CHIEF OP THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF g a v e t h e 

AT CAIRO War Cabinet a review of the Cairo and Teheran Conferences, 


d s
AND TEHERAN.a n  0 ^ ^   subsequent tour of the Italian Front. 


Reoort by  T^e a r r i v al of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek on 
C h i e f o f the ̂  e first day of the Confer n e e had had a two-fold effect 
Imperial u p o n the proceedings. First: as the time was short 
General before the President and the Prime Minister hod to go to 
Staff Teheran, it had not been possible to adhere to the usual 

practice of having full Staff discussions of the various 

(Previous Problems for decision before these came to the highest 

i  level. Second; the war against Japan had had to be taken 
f


W M ?4/5?1fl9H a  s the, first item on the Agenda, before any decision had 
vv.m, v4to; xoytn ft  reached upon operations in Europe. The U. S. and een
conclusions, British Chiefs of Staff thus had to go to Teheran before 
M i n u t e they had reached a satisfactory agreement among them

selves on matters of the highest importance. 
In the discussions with the Generalissimo, the 


President had committed himself to an operation next 

Spring against the Andaman Islands - an operation which 

would have to be carried out mainly by the British, and 

which the British Chiefs of Staff were not in favour of 

doing. An attempt was made to discuss with the Chinese 

Generals the various plans in the South-East Asia and 

Chinese theatres but without any success,. It was clear that 

they had no power to make proposals or express opinions. 


The Conference then moved to Teheran, where again 

discussions proceeded from the start on the highest level. 

Marshal Stalin had pressed for an early OVERLORD, and had 

also been much in favour of a simultaneous operation in 

the South of France (ANVIL). The Combined Chiefs of Staff 

had had a meeting with Marshal Voroshilov, and had fully 

discussed OVERLORD and the date at which it should be 

carried out; and an agreement had eventually been reached 

on this operations and on the South of Franoe operation 
the Russians promising to carry out a Spring offensive to 

synchronize. 


Marshal Stalin had given a useful guarantee that he 

would declare war on Bulgaria if the latter acted against 

Turkey, should Turkey come into the war, but he displayed 

little interest in the Balkan situation or in the opening 

of the Straits. The Russians did not appear to grasp the 

military advantages to be gained in that part of the world, 

though their apparent lack of interest might have sprung 

from other motives. 


On returning to Cairo? the Combined Chiefs of Staff 

had resolved the difficulty in which they had been placed 

by the President, The amphibious operation which he had 

promised to the Generalissimo could not be carried out with
out fatally compromising OVERLORD and ANVIL. - The U. S. 

Chiefs of Staff were in favour of the amphibious operation 
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in the Indian Ocean, perhaps as a diversion to draw QO 

Japanese forces away from the Pacific, hut they had VU 

eventually agreed to ask the President to withdraw his 

promise., and this was done. This cleared the way for 

the bringing of amphibious resources back to the Medlter
rean from the Indian Ocean, without which the requisite 

lift for. the ANVIL assault could not be provided. 

Unless ANVIL were mounted on a reasonably strong scale, 

it might well be a costly failure. 


In the course of the discussions, it was agreed 

to do everything possible to increase the supplies to 

Tito, and one General Officer was to be placed in charge 

of the whole operation. Discussion also took place of a 

possible operation for the capture of Rhodes, and certain 

preparations were set on foot. Its execution would 

depend upon the use of Turkish landing grounds, and on 

the employment of the amphibious resources returning from 

the Indian Ocean for ANVIL. Further study seemed to 

show that it would not be possible to fit this operation 

in between now and ANVIL' without prejudicing the latter^ 


Of the other matters discussed, the most important 

was the unification of command in the Mediterranean. 

The U.S. Chiefs of Staff had put forward a plan for a 

still greater unification, which would have entailed the 

appointment of a Super Supreme Commander over the whole of 

operations in Europe and the Mediterranean. The British 

Chiefs of Staff felt strongly that this was an impract
icable scheme, and it had been withdrawn. The U. S. 

Chiefs of Staff had then agreed to the unification in the 

Mediterranean, and this was now an accomplished fact. 


The U.S. Chiefs of Staff had also decided to 

place under one command their strategic air forces in the 

United Kingdom and the Mediterranean. The Chief of the 

A i r Staff had urged them to reconsider this decision, 

which he did not feel would achieve the results which they 

hoped to get from it, but he had not been able to convince 

them. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF then gave 

the War Cabinet a description of his tour of the Italian 

Front. 


He had first visited Bari, where a second night 

air raid had taken place, without doing any damage, He 

had then gone to the Eth Army front, and had seen the 

Commanders of the Canadian, New Zealand, and 8th Indian 

Divisions. The country was-extremely hilly. Every 

mountain stream e-ut a deep gorge with sheer sides. The 

roads were narrow, steep and winding, and the Germans had 

destroyed every bridge. The sudden floods which came 

down the rivers made the bridge problem very difficult, 

and the mud in the fields made it necessary to park vehicles 

along the edges of the roads. Transport was head to tail 

throughout the area,, but fortunately we had complete 

command of the air. The Germans, too, must have their 

difficulties, but they were on the defensive, and were 

busbanding their ammunition. 


After leaving the 8th -Army Front, he had visited. 
Naples where a fine job of work had been done in develop-' 
ing the facilities of the port. There were, however, 
still a number of landing craft and DUKWS being used for 
unloading vehicles and stores. He had then gone to the 
10th Corns front, and had seen the Mignano gap and Monte 
Camino. This was a large and precipitous mountain, 
reminiscent of the North West Frontier of India. It had 
been necessary to put in an attack b y three divisions 
supported by 500 guns to capture it, although it was probable 





that the Germans had. only had six battalions holding it. 

The nature of the country was such th .t the situation on 

the whole front was developing into a slow and costly 

adv-hce which could - only be accelerated if we' made use of 

our amphibious power to outflank the enemy1s position. 

He had gone. into, this carefully with General Alexander 

and General Clark, and he hoped that it would be possible 

to mount an operation in the ueriod between now and 

ANVIL. 


THE MINISTER OP LABOUR suggested that, it would
be worth while making great efforts to put in a seaborne 

attack on both flanks simultaneously. 


THE CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF agreed 

that there was much to be said for this propos aL bub painted out 

that the limitations of landing craft were severe. 


In reply to an enquiry by the Minister of Home 

Security, he said that all the evidence pointed to the 

fact that General Mihailovic was collaborating with the 

Germans and that,, from the military point of view, the 

best results would be obtained by supporting Tito. The 

situation in Greece was at present somewhat disappointing, 

and the Germans might be able to withdraw more formations. 


Nevertheless, viewing the war as a whole, the 

position was encouraging, especially as the Russians had 

been able to withstand the German counter-offensive in 

the Kiev Salient, and would, shortly be entering the 

winter period in which they had always shown their 

superiority. 


The War Cabinet took note of these statements. 


of the War Cabinet, S.W.1. 
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BAEI THE FIRST SEA LORD informed the War Cabinet 

that among the vessels hit during the raid on Bari on 

2nd December had been one containing over 500 tons of 


Loss of Ships mustard gas bombs. This hod resulted in a heavy local 

in Harbour concentration of gas, and a number of gas casualties 


bad occurred in H.M. ships and among merchant seamen. 


Immediately after the raid the harbour had 

been cleared, but as it was not at once realised what 

had happened, the number of casualties had been greater 

than might otherwise have been the case. Several ships 

had arrived at other ports in the heel of Italy and at 

Augusta still contaminated. Steps.had been quickly 

taken to decontaminate the ships, but there had been 

a number of deaths. 


Orders had been given that the casualties 

should be entered as due to chemical burns, but the 

fact that a ship containing gas bombs had been hit was 

widely known in Bari. Moreover, some of the men who 

had been in hospital would shortly be coming home to 

this country. 


It was not known in this country who had 

given orders for a ship containing these bombs to 

proceed to Bari. The Commander-in-Chief, Mediterranean, 

had not known that the ship in question had had these 

bombs on board. It was believed that the bombs were of 

U. S. origin; and that they had been sent forward as a 

matter of supply routine without information having been 

given to the operational authorities. 


The War Cabinet was informed that this 

incident was now being investigated by a Court of 

Enquiry. 


The Par Cabinet asked that a report should 

be submitted to them on this matter as 

early as possible. The First Sea Lord 

undertook to communicate with" the Commander
in-Chief, Mediterranean, accordingly. 


Oxfices of the War Cabinet, 

S.W.'l. 
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FOREIGN-AFFAIRS TUP SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

informed the War Cabinet that the following information 

had been given to ELM. Ambassador at Angora by the 


Peace Feelers Turkish Foreign Minister for Foreign Affairs, who had 

received it from the Roumanian Minister at Angora. 


The German Minister at Bucharest had recently 

Called in uniform on the Roumanian Minister for Foreign 

Affairs and had made a statement that Germany was 

prepared to accept peace on the following terms:

(a) Surrender of fleet, submarines, merchant ' 

fleet, air force. 


(b) C omp1e t e di s armam e nt. 

(c) Evacuation of all conquered territories. 


(d) Undertaking never to ask for return of 

colonies. 


(e) Europe to be organised according to wishes 

of Allies. 


(f) Economic freedom thereafter for Germany to 

be arranged as found suitable by the 

Allies. 


The Turkish Minister for Foreign Affairs had 

informed the Roumanian Minister at Angora that he refused 

to communicate this statement to His Majesty's 

Ambassador; but finally he had done so privately as 

"news". His object in refusing to communicate this 

statement officially was that, in view of present 

Turkish attitude towards entry into the war, he did 

not wish us to think that he was seeking a way out by 

encouraging such a move. 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he was sending 

a telegram to the Prime Minister to the effect that he 

found it difficult to treat this offer seriously. The 

German Minister at Bucharest was not the type of person 

through whom it was likely that a peace offer would be 

sent. Moreover, it was difficult to see why the 

Germans should use as an intermediary in this matter the 

Minister of a country which was such an unreliable 

satellite of Germany. He thought that it was by no 


r-, means impossible that the Roumanians had invented the 
statement in order to obtain a reply from us which they 
could pass to the Germans as an offer emanating from us. 
He accordingly pro nosed to suggest to the Prime Minister 
that the offer should be ignored, but that we should tell 
the Russian and United States Governments of it for 
-/hot it was worth, 
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Our Ambassador- at Angora should also he told to 

look out for any developments that might throw light 

' upon, it,., 


The War Cabinet approved this course
c 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that, as the War ,

Cabinet would have seen, the recent pronouncements by 

Marshal Tito were not in accord with the views which' 

Tito hacl expressed to Brigadier Maclean about King Peter, 


The Foreign Secretary said that Marshal Tito 

had sent a mas so go to the Prime Minister wishing him a 

rapid recovery., The Prime Minister thought that it 

would be worth while making his reply the occasion for 

informing Marshal Tito that, while he would have no 

further dealings with Mihailovic, - it would not be 

chivalrous or honourable for Great Britain to cast 

aside the King of Yugoslavia,, who had escaped as a boy 

and come to this country as a ye-ahg prince in distress.; 

While therefore ^e should continue to give military 

support to Marshal Tito, we intended to continue 

official relations with the King of Yugos la via and 

his Government," . , 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had one or 

two minor suggestions to make on the Prime Minister's 

drafts but he thought that a message on the lines 

proposed would certainly do no harm, and might well 

help in the difficult undertaking of building a bridge 

between Marshal Tito and King Peter, 


The War Cabinet approved the course proposed,, 


THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that he had also 

-
received a telegram from our Anibas sadoi- to the Yugoslav 


Government in Cairo to the effect that we ought to break 

at once with General Mihailovic, 


The Foreign Secretary said he had informed our 

Ambassador that he was prepared to recommend this course 

to the War Cabinet; but that he must have proofs that 

General Mihailovic hod collaborated with the enemy, even 

though the proofs might be of such a nature that they 

could not be publicly disciosed
a 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR AIR asked whether it 

was not sufficient to point to the fact that General 

Mihailovic had refused to comply with our request that 

he should carry out a certain operation, and ha, d also 

refused to meet the British Officer sent to contact him, 


THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS said 

that" General Mihailovic had been asked to carry out a 

certain operation on the following day, and it therefore 

remained to bo seen whether he would comply with this 

request,. 


The Foreign Secretary also said that General 

Mihailovic had asked us to try to patch things up between 

him and Marshal Tito, He had informed our Ambassador to. 

the Yugoslav Government that we should take the line -that 

it was now too late for us to act as an intermediary, 

. and that if General Mihailovic wished to make an appeal 

to Marshal Tito, he should do so direct;, 


The War Cabinet took note of this statement. 
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THE FOREIGN SECRETARY said that both Zervas 

and E.L."A.S. had now made an approach to us and were 

anxious that Hmr bands should stop fighting each other. 

The United States had given us strong support in this 

matter, but the Russian attitude had been rather more 

cautious. 


The Foreign Secretary said that he had 

informed our Ambassador to the Greek Government tha.t, 

in view of the changed attitude of the leaders of 

E.L.A.S., the supply of food, etc. to the E.L.A.S. bands 

could now be resumed. Subject to the views of the 

COmmander-in-Chief.there was also no reason why the 

supply of arms should not also be resumed to E.L.A.S. 

bands which were engaged in fighting the enemy. 


The Foreign Secretary added that there was 

also some indication that the Germans were worried 

about the position in the Peloponnese, and he thought 

that the Chiefs of Staff might, perhaps, consider 

whether, on military grounds, it would not be worth 

while taking special steps to supply food and arms to the 

guerilla bands in Greece. He assumed, however, that 

this would mean some diversion of effort from elsewhere, 

since, at the moment, nearly all the available resources 

were being devoted to sending supplies to Marshal'Tito1s 

Partisan troops. 


THE CHIEF OP THE, AIR STAFF and THE VICE 

CHIEF OF THE IMPERIAL GENERAL STAFF said that the 

Chiefs of Staff would look into the points mentioned 

by the Foreign Secretary. The utilisation of the 

available aircraft was, of course, a matter for the 

') i r C omma n der -in-Chief, 
Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, 

vhose command covered both Yugoslavia and Greece. 


The vr Cabinet took note of these statements, 


Offices of the War Cabinet, 

q v; 1 


